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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background: Religious Traditions and Change
The history of the great religious traditions is an evolutionary
one.

Over the centuries and in different localities they have

adapted themselves to meet the needs of changing circumstances.
As a result they have expressed themselves in a manifest variety
of different forms.

However, the need to adapt in this way confronts

religious traditions with a basic problem.

It is the question as

to what cari be changed without loss of identity.
Those religious traditions which have survived to the.present day
are the ones which have, at least up to now, confronted and
successfully solved the above problem.

Through all the manifest

changes each has undergone, some common thread seems to have
sustained its identity.

But the evolutionary process each has

undergone has not been painless.

On the contrary, history has

shown that periods of transition

can be acutely painful to those

involved.
Inter-religious interaction is a primary stimulus to the precipitati9n
of changes of the above sort.

This is due to the fact that when

such interaction takes place individuals are confronted with a
multitude of new perspectives on human experience.

The end results

may be changes in affiliation, the internal modification of one's
tradition

in response to what is taught by another, the emergence

of syncretistic movements, and so on.

Inevitably, human relations

seem to be harmed,
1.2

Aims of the Study
The writers believe that a better understanding of the processes
involved in inter-religious interaction would help to :
(i)

soften the impact upon its members of the adaptive
changes made by a religious tradition in response to
new and strange circumstances; and,
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(ii)

enable inter-religious dialogue to take place in an
atmosphere which is not abrasive but co,ntributes rather
to mutual understanding~

These are the broad motivations behind the study.
The purpose of the study is then to contribute to our knowledge
of the processes involved in inter-religious interaction.

The

community chosen for investigation in this regard was that of
Chatsworth.

It is

a predominantly Indian conmunity in which

three great religious traditions are well-represented.
three are: Hinduism, Islam and Christianity.
the three is vigorous,

The

Interaction between

In regard to religious commitment the

situation is extremely fluid.

An attempt was made to understand

the processes governing.this fluidity.
1.3

Method
Information was gathered on the basis of personal .interviews.
Questionnaires provided a common format for the interview situation.
A random sample of 200 households representative of one per cent
of the total was drawn from a.list of slightly over 20 000
addresses of individual families.

Any individuals resident at

that address were considered to be eligible for interviewing.
Because of the length of the questionnair~ the average number
of interviews obtained per household was approximately two.
Interviews were conducted during November and December 1977 and
January 1978.

The interviewer

in every case was the same,

thereby contributing to the standardization of the interview
situation.
Much of the data obtained was amenable to statistical analysis.
It was therefore transferred to computer cards between January
and June 1978.

In mid-1978 data processing began in earnest.

A basic programme generating contingency tables was used for
this purpose.
Wher~ information was not amenable to statistical analysis it
had to be used in an impressionistic way.

In general, however,
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a clear picture of the situation in Chatsworth has emerged.
1.4

Critical Problems
The project has not been without its problems.

Apart from the

well-known problems associated with interviewing on the basis
of questionnaires (see Cicourel, 1974), certain special problems
were encountered.
(i)

These were:-

A Semantic Problem.

The area of research involves terms

which are notorious for their semantic indeterminacy,
for example, religion, ethics, and the like. · Thus, while
the linguistic formulation of a problem may have been·
invariant from one interview situation to another, it was
not always possible to hold the meaning invariant.
(ii)

Culture Blindness.

Although the interviewer can claim

to know something about the traditions of those he
interviewed, he was not completely prepared for the
particular forms those traditions took in the community.
Consequently, certain features of the situation became
clear only as the interviewer gained more experience of
the community.

As a result, information was sometimes

lost which could have been used statistically.
(iii)

The Influence of Authority.

Since interviews at any

particular address were conducted simultaneously, the
answers of respondents were sometimes governed by the
most authoritative voice in the situation.

Wives tended

to follow husbands on some questions, but husbands
followed wives on others.

In all cases, respondents

tended to follow the lead of those whom they regarded as
best educated.

To a certain extent the interviewer was

able to allow for the resultant distortion.

But again,

information which could have been subjected to statistica:
analysis was lost.
Notwithstanding the above problems, sufficient information was
obtained to enable analysis within the aims of the study.

In
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addition, problems such as "(iii)" above generated unexpected
information.

The interviewer, for example, gained an insight

into the authority structures governing the community.

Much

valuable information was also obtained for the improvement
of future research methods.
1.5 Presentation of Results
The results of the study have been presented in two self-contained
-but complementary sections. In the first a comparative analysis
of institutional cotmnitments has been presented and certain
conclusions regarding the nature of each of the traditions drawn.
In the second it has been explicitly the question of inter-religious
interaction and its effect upon cotmnitments which has been
investigated.

The sections are preceded by a background analysis

of the Chatsworth community.

References
Cicourel, A.V.

Interviewing and Memory inc. Cherry (ed.):
Pragmatic Aspects of H\llllan Communication

Pubt.: Reidet Pubtishing Co., Dordreaht, 1974.
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CHAPTER 2

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF

THE

INDIAN COMMUNITY WITH SPECIAL

REFERENCE TO CHATSWORTH RESIDENTS
In order to understand more clearly the religious background of the
Indian community in Chatsworth a brief survey of the Indian struggle
for existence and acceptance in the land of their adoption should
be given.

Factors which have led to various changes in religious

disposition and affiliation will only then be understood.

2.1 History
The community has experienced a history of tension in a land in
which it has felt deeply uprooted.
its daily bread.

This tension became part of

The accusation is substantiated by pointing out

that those responsible for bringing the Indian into this country
used the benefits of his labour to their own advantage and then
considered him to be an undesirable entity.

It will take many

decades to remove this sense of insecurity prevalent in the
conununity.
Natal needed labour on the cane fields as most Blacks employed
did not remain on the farms.

Act 14 of 1859of the Legislative

Council of Natal gave permission for the employment of Indians
from India and Act 15 of 1859 permitted Indian immigrants to
Natal coming at their own expense.

On 17 November 1860, the

first indentured labourers arrived from India,

They were to

provide cheap labour not only ·for the cane fields but also for
the railways, coal mines,wattle plantations, municipal services,
carpentry work and domestic employment.

Many others followed.

Difficult living and working conditions were encountered but
these were reasonable in comparison to other areas where
Indians ;were employed as indentured labourers.
Indian Overseas, 1838-1949

(cf, Kondapi,

Didian CounaiZ of World Affairs

New Delhi, Oxford University Press, 1951). When the world
depression of 1866 broke out many returned to India.
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By 1860 all Indian indentured labourers were already debarred
from any political representation although they enjoyed full
citizen rights.

The Franchise Act of 1896 disenfranchised

those Indians in Natal who had obtained voting rights in spite
of the fact that only 251 of them received such rights.

The

Natal Indian Congress was founded in 1894 in reaction to these
disenfranchisement proposals.
In

1872 the Coolie Conunission found m~ny negative circumstances

under which Indian labourers had to live.

The immigrants were

rarely more than 30 years of age and were selected on the
basis of their physical fitness, that is, for their.value as
labourers.

This youthful connnunity of labourers had to find

their feet in the spiritual sense without the help and guidance
of an older generation.
The attitudes against the Indian can be measured by the various
laws and regulations which he has had to tolerate even when born
in this country.

The residential segregation of Indians started

in the South African Republic Transvaal where Law No. 3/1885
stipulated that Indians could own fixed property only in special
streets, wards or Zoaations.

In 1891 the Statute Law·of the

Orange Free State prohibited all Indians from residing or
entering this Republic.

Although Natal (a British Colony) only

started to legalise discrimination much later it existed
unofficially from the beginning.
From 1895 an increasing number of Indians left Natal as a result
of the restrictive measures introduced by the Government.

Ip

1897 the Natal Government Act provided that persons not domiciled
in the colony, who were unable to read ·and write in one European
language, wer~ to be regarded as Prohibited Immigrants.

The

passing of various acts which controlled the movements of Indians
through the country, indicates the deep-seated suspicion of the
Indian who remained an aZien in the eyes of those who governed.
In 1900, a tax on children of ex-indentured Indians was introduced
in addition to Law 17 of the Colony of Natal in 1895 which imposed
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a tax of £3 on all ex-indentured Indians.

After a massive

resistance campaign the Act was, however, repealed in 1913.

In

1908 the Government of India decided to prohibit innnigration to
the Colony of Natal due to dissatisfaction with the treatment
of their kith and kin. (cf. B._ Paahai

The South African Indian

Question 1860-1970 Cape Town, C. Struik, 1971).

Between 1914

and 1927 the authorities considered emigration as an effective
means of reducing the Indian population although this aim had
been constantly emphasized since 1897.

(af. J.J.C. GreyZing-

Problems of Indian land-ownership and occupation on the Natal
North Coast: A Socio-geographic Investigation VoZ 1, Ph.D Thesis.
University of NataZ, 1969).
When the Indian population increased and a shift took place from
the land to the urban areas strong reaction came from the Whites.
In 1897 The NataZ Witness urged that separate locations be
established for Indians and agitation became stronger against
Indians acquiring land.

From 1910 - 1946 (the period between

the time of Union and the conclusion of World War II) anti-Indian
sentiments among Whites in Natal and Transvaal were very strong
and an increasing number of measures were taken to enforce
segregation and periodic outbursts of intense prejudice oaaurred

Urban relocation and racial
segregation: The case of Indian South Africans A researah
(cf. G. Maasdorp and N. PiZZay

monograph, University of Natal, 1977).
, The Innnigrant Regulation Act of the Union of South Africa (1913)
consolidated all the pre-Union existing laws and excluded
innnigration to the Union of all persons considered unsuitable
on economic grounds or on account of standards and habits of Ufe,
This act was further amended in 1937 and barred all innnigration
of Indians to South Africa except wives and minor children ,oi
Asians already domiciled in South Africa~

Some relief came in

1914 with the Indian Relief. Act (1914) which abolished the £3
poll tax while marriages contracted in terms of traditional
Indian rites were recognised and the entry of wives into the
Union was facilitated. (cf. F. Meer Portrait of Indian South

Africans

Durban, Premier Press, 1969).
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The agitation against Indians increased which led to the
appointment of the Asiatic Inquiry Commission ( the Lange Commission)
in 1920.

This commission suggested that a system of residential

segregation was unavoidable and recommended it with the proviso
that available services be adequate. In 1922 the Durban Land
Alienation Ordinance No. 14/1922 was promulgated which marked
the first legislative attempt to segregate Indian residential
areas in Natal.

A Similar Ordinance (No. 5) passed in 1923

covered all Natal towns.

In 1924 .Natal introduced the

Clas's Areas Bill and in 1925 the Areas Reservation Bill to
enforce

(af. Maasdorp and,

trading and residential segregation.

Pittay op. cit. 81).

These were withdrawn when the Cape Town

Agreement between the Government of South Africa and India was
signed.
Anti-Indian feelings were again rife just before World War II
especially due to reaction from White residents and businessmen
against Indian penetration in their domains.

The Lawrence

Committee was established by the Government in 1940 with the
aim to devise ways and means of preventing Indians from purchasing
residential properties from Whites.

The Indian Penetration

Commission was appointed in 1940 to investigate the extent of
trade and residential penetration into predominantly White areas
in Natal and in the Transvaal since the beginning of 1927

(cf. Union of South Africa Report of the Indian Penetration
Commission VG 39/1941). The conclusion was reached that the
extent
of penetration was not serious.
!

This was the first time

the South African Government had seriously attempted to investigate
the: effects of mixed residential areas.

In 1943, the Second

Indian Penetration Commission was appointed. In all these
investigations it was proved that even the clergy harboured
feelings of pre_judice against the Indians

{cf.

T.H. Vieyra

Currin The Indian in· Durban: An exploratory study of the

Roman Catholic In~ian Church with special emphasis on the
sociologi~al aspects of conversion M.A. Thesis, University of
Natal, 1962, 21).

This agitation reached its peak during

the war years as can be detected from the Trading and Occupation
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of Land (Transvaal and Natal) Restriction Act (the Pegging. Act),

1943 which prohibited the transfer of any property from Whites
to Indians in Durban for three years during which the Government
investigated the matter of Indian penetration.

The Bill had

been introduced previously in 1936 by the Natal Municipal Council

1

The Pegging .Act (1943) which controZZ~d the acquisition and·

occupation of urban Zand. (of. GreyZing, 33) was meant to be only
a temporary measure and was to cease in 1946 but during this year
the Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Representation Act (Ac~ No. 28
.

I

o~ 1946), the last stepping stone to the Group Areas Act (No. 41 qf

1950), was promulgated.

According to this Act no person henceforJh
'

'

was allowed to own or occupy land in any area not classified for
that particular racial group.

Predominantly Indian areas were.

demarcated by the Act as scheduled areas.
The so-call~d degeneration of certain areas which were inter aZia
used as an excuse to control Indian areas was not ~he result of
)

Indian entry but the result of various negative factors of
urban growth.

At the same time, many Whites wanted to live in

the suburbs as a result of the advent of mechanical transport.
The increased security which Indians felt after the Cape Town
agreement of 1927 between the government of India

and South

Africa on the future of Indians i~ this country was again broken
down.

With their low tolerance limits Whites reacted against

any form of Indian penetration which was mainly due to the
dynamics of economic growth.

This trend necessitated an

investigation by government to avoid clashes.

The then United

Party Government was accused that it considered penetration as

unnatural and intrinsicaUy, undesirable {of. L. Kuper, H. Wa~ts
and R. Davies Durban: A study in Racial Ecology London, Jonat~an/
Cape, 1958, 143-144) . . Maasdorp and Pillay state: It is quite,
/
possible that racial prejudice was the overriding factor and that1
. I

the government was pressurised into taking action

( cf. Maasdorp

j

and PiZZay, 7). Natal was, and still is, rife in racial prejudicle
especially against Indians. Currin shows 1n various ways how
i
even the churches revealed racial prejudice. (cf. Currin, 20-21)[.
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The Nationalist Government came to power in 1948 and started to
spell out its policy of racial segregation.

Although the

previous government had not professed such a policy publicly
its basic attitudes had not been different.
Act No. 41 of 1950 which ZogiaaZZy

The Group Areas

followed on the Pegging

Act of 1943 and the Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Representation
Act of 1946 was promulgated.

The United Party and Labour Party

unanimously agreed to racial-residential segregation and antiIndian sentiments were expressed by both the Government and the
Opposition in the debate

(Maasdorp and PiZZay, 92).

Even in the work situation separation wa~ considered to be the
only basic disposition.

The Group Areas Act of 1950 was con=

solidated in Act 77 of 1957.

The feeling of insecurity was further

affected by Job Reservation as stated in the Industrial Conciliation
Act No. 28 of 1956, as amended by Act No. 104 of 1967.

Annexure

C. Section 77 of 1956 refers to the reservation of some work in
any trade, industry or occupation in any area for a specific
race.

This Act was applied from 1957.

(af. M.V. Pieray

Statutory Work Reservation Suid-Afrikaanse Tydeskrif vir Ekonomie
June and September 1960). Although this Act affected only
4 per cent of the total force it remained' a contentious issue.
In 1961 Dr H.F. Verwoerd, the then Prime Minister, declared
that Indians were permanent inhabitants of South Africa thus
bringing to an end the sword of repatriation which had hung over
the heads of this community for nearly a century.

A change of

attitude towards Indians was to be discerned after this official
recognition,

Many, however, had to face relocation which also

meant expropriation of their properties.

In appropriation

matters, the Community Development Act No. 3 of 1966 was the
one utilised but the provisions of the
of 1975 are now applied.

Expropriation Act No, 63

Thusfar no less than 20 000 Indian

families have been relocated under these Acts.
Apart from the Group Areas Act, there are three further Acts of
Parliament which affect the compulsory resettlement of Indians;
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namely, the Community Development Act No. 3 of 1966 which deals
with redevelopment-and rehabilitation areas; the Expropriation
Act No. 63 of 19?5; and, the Siums Act in which various amendments
(;

were made to the Slums Act No. 53 of 1954.

The Acts permit local

authorities, with ministerial approval, to acquire or expropriate
slum premises.

These authorities also felt it necessary to

expropriate adjoining land.

(Maasdorp and PiZZay, 100).

Provin=

cial Councils also came with expropriation measures such as the
Town Planning Ordinance No. 27 of 1949 which gives the legal _
framework for statutory planning; the Local Authorities Ordinance
No. 25 of 1974 which is the main instrument used by local
authorities in Natal for expropriation; and, the

Roads Ordinance

No. 10 of 1968.
No community can feel stable under such circumstances for the
following reasons:(i)

They had no political rights and thus could make no
decisions for themselves.

!I

(ii)

Their movements were restricted, they were relocated
and had no security in regard to their properties.

(iii)

Emigration hu.ng
heads

(iv)
2.2

for years like a sword over their

- they were not bona fide citizens.

Economic frustration was the lot of a large section.

Housing
The relocation of Indians, mainly' as a result of the Group Areas·
Act, is under the authority of the Department of Community
Development which has as its aim the promotion of housing and
settlement of all population groups and the development of sound
communities which includes slum clearance.

The relocation of a

large section of the Indian community has taken place in
Metropolitan Durban.- This includes Chatsworth which has
developed into the largest Indian city outside India.

Slum

clearance (in terms of the Slum Clearance Act, 1966) and the
provision of housing (in terms of the Housing Act, 1966) are
specific aims.

In 1965, it was estimated that 63 000 housing
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units would be required by 1980 to meet the needs of the Durban
Indian population, excluding those which had already been built
in Chatsworth.
The Town Planning Schemes in Natal have been highly detailed
and rigid with very little balance between flexibility and
robustness.

Very little concern has been shown for any social

values other than that of having a roof over one's head.

The

Urban Foundation proposed the following possible definitions
as an acceptable definition of planning:(i)

A system in which every physical development is a
publicly chosen alternative.

(ii)

The co-ordination of actions which would not otherwise
be co-ordinated in terms of stated objectives.

(iii)

Private and organizational actions be subject to public
control without necessarily any clear objective.

(af. D. Robins The Durban Urban Foundation of the Natal Region:
An urban needs and resources survey Pretiminary studies .and
statements about funational Durban, November 19??, 4).
It is important to define goals and objectives for the community
as a whole instead of merely concentrating on those set out by
the local and central Government departments whose decisionmaking is often contrary to the views of the community.
local authorities suffer from a lack of autonomy.

Even

The survey

referred to above states rightly that the principles on whiah

Zand allocations are made tend to be those of the White
population group which holds a monopoly of economic, political
and oo-eraive powers in the community as a whole (Ibid. 5).
This accounts for the fact that a large section of the Indian
manual working p~pulation are settled a considerable distance from their
places of work.

The low income groups are thus located furthest

from their places of employment so that they are proportionately
faced with the highest travelling costs.
Those 1.n Indian townships can either take options of ownership
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or rental tenancies in economic and sub-economic houses or flats.
They can also purchase land on which to erect their own dwellings.
An important complaint is that very few can afford to build

a house according to their own taste.

The rest are thrown more

or less into the monotony of sameness.

The low income groups

are faced with the problems of environmental deprivation which
leads to social maladjustments which has a definite effect on
their religious dispositions.
which

There is little or no choice

affects the dynamic involvement of a community in those

things that pertain to its own well-being.

Through ignoring the

joint family structure of the Indian community in the provision
of housing, deep-seated and centuries-old aspects of the communal
well-being have been affected.
Among the Indians, especially the Hindu section, where religion
has been less institutionalised, the diversity of goals have.
influenced many to identify themselves with alternative interests
and pursuits.

No longer guided by the joint family system,

many have accepted other models of behaviour.
have developed.

New life styles

The emphasis on personal identity has led

many away from the communal roles guided by religious prescrip=
tions and social customs associated with it.

The secularisation

process has been speeded up in this situation creating a rootless
conglomeration of individuals rather than a community.

Housing

should not just be thought of in merely quantitative terms because
it deeply affects life styles and morale.

There is very little

opportunity for most to develop the distinctive life style they
desire.

Instead, they become part of a monotonous, unalleviated

sameness in rows upon rows of box-type houses with no flexibility
of structure.

It is no wonder that the youth react adversely.

Such planning affects their quality of life and the_ Soweto-like
disturbances. among the youth could, in part, be attributed to
undesirable housing conditions.

The impersonal, monotonous

style of sub~economic dwellings and the nameless numbered streets
are often symbolic of what the human material can be reduced to
and consequently contributes to loss of identity.

The feeling of

being relegated beyond the gates of the city and to its periphery
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creates this

deep-seated sense of insecurity and loss of

belonging which becomes even deeper where there is a history of
relocation.

Active religious denominations and even the pop

culture give some sense of direction.
The Indian people have been affected more than any other group
in South Africa by the Group Areas Act.

By 1970, about 37 653

Indian families had been required to move which represented
over 300 000 of the total Indian population of about 624 000
at that time.

The artificial pattern of mobility was the highest

in Chatsworth, where over 70 per cent of heads of households

(of. M, Sugden The Potential Indian
Labour Force: Pietermaritzburg-Durban Region 1978, 37). This

had been required to move.

affected transport patterns.

These families were mainly in

Metropolitan Durban which contained in 1970 73,9 per cent of
the total urban Indian population of Natal where 83 per cent
of all.Indians in the Republic reside.

Although the growth rate

of the community has decreased from 3,611 per cent per annum
in 1936 to 2,228 per cent per annum in 1965, it is still high
by Western standards.

The birth rate has dropped but the

mortality rate has de.creased.

The increased life expectancy

could therefore lead to the doubling of the Indian population
by the year 2000,
When one looks specifically at housing problems in Ch~tsworth,
various factors which cannot be separated from religious issues
have affected community life,

According to a survey almost 8

per cent of.the houses and 0,5 per cent of the flats in Chatsworth
were shared by two or more households while 2,6 per cent of .the
outbuildings were occupied by groups of families,

Overcrowding

was most serious in outbuildings some of which averaged 11 persons
per building,

There was an average of 4,4 persons per single

(J.J.C. GreyZing and J.P. BaiZey
(eds.) Innovation in the provision of housing Institute for
Sociai and Economic Research, University of Durban-WestviZZe,
1977, 3). Overcrowding is a problem faced by the average Indian
famitY• Indians have an all-over average of 3,1 individuals per
family occupying outbuildings.
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room for Metropolitan Durban; in houses for single families
it is 2,8 persons·per room and rises ,to 4,1 persons for shared··
buildings.

Outbuildings were rented out at R26,00 and clos.e ·

to R28, 00 for a house.

Overpopulation is , however, not · created·

by·the authorities,bµt by individuals and in most cases those .

who d.o not -understand the. probtems of overpopu"lation .are the .•
ones· who continue, ·to reproduce ·without restriction. ,. (N.B •. Hites
Hous:ing- for the lower -income groups;., in Greyting .and Baitey (eds.)~
18).

,This is changing because of economic and educational factors 1

Previously, children could be used •,to. bring in income but now
they have to go to school with the result that . instead of being ·
a potential economic help, they are an .economic burden •. The
religious approach of some people does not allow them to practice
birth control.

The problem is that as the urban population

grows, in spite of the decrease in birth rates, the proportion
of the lowest income groups increases,
In 1976, 26 000 Indian families were awaiting houses.

Only a

limited number of these will be able to provide their own
acconunodation as the average income in Chatsworth in 1974 was
approximately Rll5,00 while 68 per c·ent of all male workers in
Chatsworth earned less than Rl20,00 per month against 49 per.
cent in Durban

(Ibid. 3).

These families will eitrter be able

to occupy economic or sub-economic dwellings as nuclear families
or be forced to live in overcrowded conditions.

The social and

economic situation of the community plays an important part in
housing.

The questions that arise are set out as follows:-

-

Are dwelling designs applicable in terms of present living
patterns?

-

How far have the Indians' specific needs, attitudes, customs
'
.
and habits been considered and catered for in dwelling designs~
.

-

Is the.monotonous appearance of housing schemes, to the dismay
of residents and of mcrny visitors, realty necessary or couZd
it be effectively avoided by imaginative planning? (Ibid., 5).

The criticism is rightly launched that in an attempt to provide
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more housing units, hW!lart valuef3,. choio_e, oomrrru.nity 13pirit,:
home OIJ)ner>ship and pride and -.the sooiologica,l aspects hav,e

Jcf•. B. Dookie_ A cri ti S~ 1
assessment of housing. f_or Indi.ans • in Greyling and Bailey,

undergone little conside!'ation.

op. cit., 6.... 7). This giv:es rise .to various quesdo11s, for. ex.ample:
When children have g:rown ,up in a )loµsing scheme an4 if they....
wish to be housed c1os.e. ·to their parents .?nee. they _get marr:,i~d ,.. ,
should this. play .a :r,ole., in :the. ~HQ.cation .of hous~s, espe~_i~py.
in the extended family. context? , Should: )llarrie4 s.onf! l~vi11-g , .
with their. parents.be entitled.to houses _nea,;-the>~e of.·tllei,;parents?

In a Western context these questJons may.appear

irrelevant but they are. most important in .. the Jx:idia11 c;.ommunity.,
Chatsworth 1.s established on 2 000 ha. and now has 20 495 units
with only 81 units still to be built.

AlthougQ it_was planned

to cater for 165 000 people, some es.timates suggest that it now
carries a population of more than a quarter of a million.

The

first batch of houses in Chatsworth was completed in 1963 with
an average of about 1 500 houses completed per annum from
1962-1975.

Thus, thousands.of .people moved into Chatsworth year

after year.

This implies frustration, feelings of uprootedness,

adaptation, new neighbours, transport difficulties, away from
shops, relatives and support from the joint family ~hile for
I

a minority only it meant a new life.· On the whole, it meant
a lowering of nett income especially as _a result of high
transport costs.

Furthermore, the fundamental purpose of,

housing is to provide security of tenure and satisfaction but
when the Indian people's traditions are not considered then
satisfaction cannot be guaranteed.

They have no say in the

selection of neighbours whereas previously they lived as
joint families in large units or adjoining units and observed
family ceremonies and rituals together.

Relocates are faced

with higher accommodation costs, higher travelling expenses and
have difficulty in keeping in close contact with relatives
elsewhere who are patt of the joint family.

In spite of the

fa.ct that public housing for Indians has improved physical
living conditions during .the last few years, the deeper-lying
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issues of a community ·struggling to retain its identity have ·
often been ignored.

Many families expressed feelings of

sufferance in Chatsworth, apart from feelings against enforced
movement, dispossession of property, and dissatisfaction over
compensations granted.

There were grievances with regard to

the undesirable degree of housing density an~ the type of housing
units as well as the fact that everything was decided for them.
Grievances in regard to the proximate environm~nt were seen as
poor construction of h~usei;, monotony of colours, transport
'

.

.

problems ·and the absence of electricity.

With regard to the

tmmediate environm~nt, the close proximity of houses,' inadequate
~hopping facilities, inadequate community facilities such as
µieeting places, recreation grounds anq the fact that essential
~ervices were not withtn easy reach were mentioned.

As far as

the macro-environment is concerned, inadequate provision for
9pen spaces, schools, health and welfare fa9ilities were seen.

(cf. B.A. Naidoo
in GreyZing and BaiZey, 82-4).
as grievances.

Views on mass Indian housing

The fact that Chatsworth has absorbed a population of almost a
quarter million in the time space of only fifteen years, in
itself indicates that these people have experienced accelerated
social and cultural changes.

What has determined the character,

habitability and well-being of this city cannot be ascribed to
the residents but to government and municipal authorities.
Contributory factors that make up the

urban miZieu are informal

community organisations such as sport, religious and cultural
organisations but most of these have had to be started from
scratch.

One can hardly speak about an urban milieu as far as

Chatsworth is concerned: a problem with most of the urban Black,
Coloured and Indian residential areas.

One could argue that

religious activities become for many a substitute for the urban
milieu.
2.3

Increase in Social Problems
The increase of crime in Chatsworth is evidence, however, that
a certain amount of social and psychological breakdown has taken
place; that there is a certain amount of unrest and dissatisfaction,
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Stress occurs when an organism finds it difficult or impossible
to make an a4justive respons~ to a situation which has disrupted

fof. H.R. Sahaffer
Behaviour a~d Stress: A Neurophysiological Hypothesis PsyahoZogy
Review 61, 1954). This definition of stress applies to many of
its relationship with the environment.

the individuals in Chatsworth.

Lower income groups usually

resort to mobility as a reaction to their financial problems

(af. P. Rossi Why families move: A study in the social
psychology or urban residential mobility New York, Free Press,
1955).

This, however, is not possible in the Chatsworth context

because moving means losing a house without any guarantee of
finding another. When people are thrown together with little or
no opportunity to give expression to the various aspects of
human behaviour, the social development of individuals and
families will indeed be curtailed.

This will result in an

imbalance in regard to the stability and contentment of a
community.

Negative· opinio·n will be a predominant factor

due to such frustrations and this surely accounts for the
growth of the Pentecostal Churches which attempt to give specific
answers to these problems.

No wonder that a person such as

Evangelist Michael Henry draws up to nine thousand people
(a large section of which are Hindus) for one evening to his
campaigns.
The Department of Social Work at the University of Durban-Westville
gave social assistance to 139 families in.Chatsworth during 1976
and described the position of 31 families.

Of the 31 families

27 had financial difficulties and of these 18 had unemployment
or underemployment problems.

This is an issue in spite of the

fact that there has been a rapid escalation of Indian wages since
the beginning of the 1970's and that the income limit of subeconomic people has risen from R60,00 per month to R200,00 per
month in three steps R80,00 - Rl00,00 - R200,00
'

(cf. L.G. Vinton

'

Planning problems - economic and environmental - associated with the
establishment of Indian housing schemes in Durban in Greyling and
Bailey, 69). Considering the inflation process this so-called
escalation of Indian wages has been greatly reduced as far as real
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value is concerned with an inflation

figure for one specific

year of about 17 per cent and all other years averaging over .
10 per cent.

Of these 31 families 10 suffered with alcoholism,

12 had personality problems, 3 were concerned with caring for
the aged, 18 had employment worries, 27 were in financial
---....

difficulties, 13 had to contend with poor health, 10 had
housing problems,. 9 were worried about personal relationships,
18 experienced marital discord, 11 gave in to child neglect,
7 failed to register births which gave unending problems and
7 had to cope with unmarried mothers.

Eleven families experienced

3 different types of problems, seven families 4, five families 5,
seven families had 6-9, whilst one family experienced problems

Chatsworth Community and

in all 13 categories. {of. J. Mason

Research Centre University of Durba_n-Westviiie, 5th Annuat Report,
Jan. 1 1976 - Dea. 1976, 6-7).

Although the Department of Social

Work covers only a small section of Chatsworth, the information
and statistics mentioned were alarming.

It was involved in

various contact situations during that year of which 205 were
concerned with financial difficulties, 131 with personality
problems, 113·with health, and 110 were due to marital discord.
Seventy-three dealt with unmarried mothers and 53 with the problem
of child neglect.

Needy families in Chatsworth experienced

multiple social problems each having an internat and sustaining

infiuence on the other.

(Ibid., 11).

Marital discord had the

second highest frequency which indicates the negative effects of
the sudden and forced transition of many from the joint family
system to the nuclear family system.

In the past the mother-in-la~

controlled the life of her daughters-in-law and the family life
of her children adjusted itself more smoothly under her authority.
A gradual change in attitude increasingly resulted in the
questioning of her authority which could lead to disharmony
between a young couple.

This can also be observed from the

increase in unmarried motherhood.

The community was the

most conservative one 1.n South Africa with regard to these
issues.

That caring for the aged could raise problems would

have been unthinkable a few decades ago.
primary

The truancy

of

school pupils is further evidence of degeneration.
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Children's problems ranked second as a reason for contact.

Some

became involved with street gangs which is a relatively new
phenomenon in the Indian community.
Stability and contentment in a community can only be attained if
it is actively involved in problem identification an~ decision-

K.A. FinZayson The role of community involvement
in low income housing in GreyZing and BaiZey (eds.)~ 4~). The

making.

(af.

resources that residents have as far as leadership, talents,
expertise, value dispositions, ethical judgements, are concerned
all play a significant role if utilised to shape the decisions
which affect them most.

There are many factors which interact

to make a residential area habitable and to produce satisfaction.
It would therefore be short-sighted

tQ

concentrate merely on the

physical and structural efficiency of a dwelling alone.

The social,

cultural, behavioural and in most cases religious aspects play an
important role.

Dissatisfaction here, for example, may lead to

seeking comfort in other religions.

It is thus important to

identify community needs more accurately in order of priority.
A community should be represented in the decision-making processes
affecting themselves.

If such powers are dominated by Christians

how does it affect those who are mainly from other religious
affiliations? - a factor requiring fur~her investigation.

Does

it lead to suspicion or to the acceptance of the religious
convictions of the masters?

If allowed to take more initiative

in decision-making, a community will have more confidence in
itself and experience greater satisfaction.

Even these aspects,

if not allowed to develop, can disrupt the convictions of people
and lead them to accept those who profess to know the answers.
Where the dynamics of socio-political accountability is lacking,
other factors, it seems, will fill the vacuum.

In the case of

Chatsworth, for example, there seems to be a change in religious
affiliation and most frequently tow&rds pentecostalism.

The many

grievances in mass high density housing schemes where p~ople
live because there is no alternative, are real and easily
utilised in conversion activities.

Where the population decreases

in the younger age groups, it implies that the older decision-
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making community has increased.

When the younger age groups

do not find satisfaction, replacements for decision-making in
other than.traditional contexts are sought.

The working age

group under secularised influence has also increased.

2.4

Education
In an analysis of religious commitment of the Indian community
it is essential to consider levels of education.

Children of

indentured labourers initially received limited education from
mission societies.

The early indentured Indians imparted

mainly religious knowledge in the form of discourses, narrations
and enacting incidents from Mahabharata, the Ramayana and the
Puranas.

The fir.st day school for children of indentured

labourers was founded in 1869, opened by the Rev. Ralph Stott.
A report by the Superintendent of Education in 1870 states that
Indians refused to have their girZs taught to read.

A.L. Behr and R.G. MacMiZZan
van Schaik, 1966, 335).

(Cf.
Education in South Africa Pretoria,

In 1872, there were four Indian schools but these had to close
down in 1875 as the Rev. Stott was unable to find teachers.

In

1879, the Indian Irrnnigrant School Board was established by the
Natal Colonial Government in response to Act 20 of 1878.

The

state made no provision for children who in habit and dress were
not adhering to Western standards,

Education was used as an

instrument to destroy customs of the Iridian child.
1878 laid the basis for educational segregation.

Act 20 of
The admission

of Indian children to European schools was discontinued by the
Government for boys in 1899 and for Indian girls in 1905.

Thus,

soon after Natal received responsible government in 1893 it
cancelled Indian franchise and introduced segregation into schools.
There were three types of schools - state schools, s.tate-aided
schools and private schools.

In 1882, there were ten schools

with 323 pupils and in 1883, 18 schools with 1 011 pupils.

In

1894, the Education Department and the Indian Irrnnigration School
Board were abrogated. Two schools were established by the school
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council in 1894 and 24 schools were controlled by mission or
church societies.

Out of the 10 000 children of school-going

age, only 1 581 were at school.

(Ibid., 15).

In 1900, the

expenditure on Indian education was £2 733 12s 3d and in 1915
£8 716 3s 6d.

The shortage of teachers remained a problem.

During the first quarter of this century less than one third
of the Indian children of school-going age could be accommodated
i.e. 9 155 out of + 30 000.

in the existing school

During the first decades of Indian education the emphasis was on
religious didactics especially traditional religio-e;hical
principles.

Teachers could still enter the country from India

after 1913 and interest in Indian culture grew.

cf. S. Coopan

The Indian Community of South Africa: past, present and future
Johannesburg, Institute of Race Relations, pamphlet, 1960,9).
Although St. Aidans Provincial College was opened in 1904
and the admission requirement for a teacher's training course
was Std. 4, there remained a shortage of teachers.

In 1927, 130

teachers attended part-time teacher training courses of whom 15
were female teachers.

In 1927, a fully-fledged teacher training

college was established.

(cf. Report of the Superintendent of

Education 192?, 3).
The number of pupils increased but the educational standard
remained low.

In 1925, 80 per cent of the Indian pupils did

not proceed beyond Std. 2.

Three factors influenced Indian

education; namely, the efforts of Mr Srinivasa Sastri; the
Agent General of Indians in South Africa; the establishment of
the Natal Indian Teachers' Society in 1926 ; and, the Cape Town

(cf. P.R.T. Net Report on Education for Indians
in South Africa unpublished report to the Minister of Indian
Affairs, Annexure B, 29 June 1964, 2-3). After the Cape Town
Agreement of 1927 which stressed uptiftment and Western standards
Agreement in 1927.

(i.e. that Indian South Africans would be more welcome if they
accepted Western values) a number of changes in approach to the

(cf. C.A. Woods The
Indian community in Natal - their economic position Cape Town,
OUP., 1954., BO). Westernisation became an article of faith

.traditional culture could be discerned.
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{af. also S. Coopan The Indian community
_in South Africa: past, present and future Johannesburg, Institute
of Race Relations, Pamphlet, 1960, 9). Children prepared to wear
Westez>n clothes could attend White private schools which to many
especially for Hindus.

implied accepting the Christian faith.
English became the medium of instruction.

A report published in

May 1928 stated that existing facilities were inadequate especially
at state-aided schools.
a thousand per annum.

Pupils increased after this by about
Syllabi were more or less the same as those

for Whites and Western education made deep inroads into the Indian
culture and religious customs especially those of the Hindus.
The Catholic church, in particular, exercised a significant role.
Many Hindus who attended Catholic schools were converted to
Christianity.

The grandmother no longer played a dominant role

in the education of the child.
significant.

The teacher's authority was most

Where he was the protagonist of the indigenous

culture in the past, he now became a factor affecting its very
roots as he was removed further from the traditional society
than his predecessors.

Education was the main concern and

many children were removed to relatives where they could be
within reach of schools.

The urban youth tended to push home

religious rituals into the background as they became more indepen=
dent in their judgement of issues pertaining to their lives.
In 1937, the Broome Commission was set up in order to investigate

(cf •. Behr and MacMillan, 421). It recommended
a sub-department to control and ad~inister Indian education more
effectively as it was treated more like an appendix. Attention
education in Natal.

had to be given to compulsory primary education.

In 1927, high

school enrolments had been 67 or 0,6 per cent of the total school
population and in 1933 it was still only 300.

(cf. G.K. Nair

A study of precasting procedures and the use of methods of future
research in determining the demand for and supply of teachers in
Indian schools in South Africa from 1975 to 2000 M.Ed Thesis,
University of [)urban-Westville, 1975). By 1936, less than threequarters of the boys and about one-third of the gir;s of schoolgoing age were at school. Although in 1956 there wer~ five times/
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as many schools in Natal as in 1927, 9 207 Indian children
(7 106 in Durban alone) could not be accommodated.

In 1960,

almost 40 per cent of the Indian population had no formal
education.

In 1970, 28,9 per cent of the Indian population

had no school education.

Sixty-one per cent of this group in

1970 were below school-going age.
In 1961, there were 109 381 Indian children at school in Natal
i.e. about 27 per cent of the total Indian population in the
province.

A total of 106 081, 68 per cent of the 123 854 child=

ren of school-going age between 6 - 16 years of age were at
school.

From 1953 to 1961 the number of children out of school

dropped from 16 00 to 1 500.

Prior to the transfer of Indian

education to the Department of Indian Affairs in 1966 no progress
had been made in providing accommodation.

In 1952, it was

estimated that 37 000 pupils could not be accommodated in schools
which led to the platoon system.
30 000 in platoon classes.

In 1963, there were still

(cf. Nair op cit., 31).

The above figures illustrate the education situation in general.
Attention will now be directed to developments in secondary
education.

Since 1937, the progress made here has been slow.

The number of passes in the Std. 6 examination increased from
880 in 1940 to 5 882 in 1962 and in 1974, 10 675 pupils wrote
this examination in Natal.

Up to 1958, the increase in pupil

numbers in secondary schools was extremely slow.

Out of 90 000

pupils 4 000 were 1n secondary schools in 1958 i.e. 4,4 per cent
of the total school population compared with 24 per cent of
White children for the same year,

Of the Indian pupils who

entered matric in 1959, 43 per cent of those who wrote passed
the examination i.e. 201 out of 466, while 80 per cent of the
Whites and 77 per cent of the Coloureds passed the examination.

(Province of Natal Report of the Director of Education for the
year 1959 W.P. 9/1961, 17). In 1960, 540 ~upils entered for
the examination, m~ny more than previously, but only 159 (29,44
per cent) passed. In 1970 there were 2 701 pupils in matric
and a high percentage of them passed. In 1977, a high percentage
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of the 3 000 pupils who wrote matric passed.

Since the mid

1970's {condary school pupils have constituted upwards of
35 per ·cent of the total Indian school population in Natal.

( af. Depa,x,tment of Indian Affairs (Division of Eduaation)
Pupil Statistics as of 5 March 1974 Unpublished, 1). The number
of primary and high schools increased from 245 and 34 in 1966
to 297 and 71 respectively in 1973, the year when Regulation
63 of the Indian Education Act of 1972 was enforced. (Naii', 18) .'
Much of the poor performance in the higher classes in the'··
1960!s is ascribed to factors such as housing insecurity,
unqualified teachers, poor quality of schools, the educational
standard of parents, malnutrition, large classes, as well as
long distances to schools.

Although the position of Indian

education under its own department increased tremendously, ~~ly
about 0,25 per cent of the total Indian population passed matric
during the last few years as against 1,7 per cent of the Whites.
In 1961, the Department of Indian Affairs was created. The Indians'
Education Act of 1965 (Act No. 61 of 1965) transferred the
control of the education of Indians from the Natal Education
Department to a Division of Education within the Department

(H.A. Prinsloo
Education and Progress Fiat Lux VoZ. 5, No. 9, November 1970,3).

which came into effect in Natal on 1 April 1966.

The Department of Indian Affairs is to guide the Indian population
so that they can become more independent in education, local
government, welfare services and in political and economic affairs.
The 37 sections in Act No. 61 of 1965 therefore had far-reaching
implications for Indian education.

The high drop out rate

(for example, in 1970, 5 018 were in Std. lX and only 2 701 in
Std. X) received attention.

Regulations affecting compulsory

school attendance for Indians have been drawn up.

In this

connection Government Notice No. R581 dated 15 April 1966 was
amended by Government Notice No. R63 dated 12 January 1973 and
Government·Notice No. R640 dated 19 April 1974.

Education is

now compulsory until the pupil reaches 15 years of age.

(Dept. of Indian Affairs (Division of Education) I.E. CircuZar
No. 6 of 19?3, 23 January; I.E. Circular No. 23 of 1974, 13 May 1974).
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The National Education Policy Act, 1967 (Act No. 39 of 1967)
also had far-reaching implications for Indian education.

This

Act became the forerunner to centralized educational policies.
The Department of Education, Arts and Science became known as
from

November 1970 as the Department of National Education.

In terms of this Act the Minister may determine educational
policy in general in schools taking note inte~ aZia of the
following principles:
a)

It shall have a Christian character but religious convictions
of parents and pupils shall be respected in regard to
religious institutions and religious ceremonies.

b)

It shall have a broad national character.

(Differentiated

education was implemented in lndian education in January
1973).
c)

In Indian schools English is the medium of instruction
while Afrikaans as a second language became compulsory for
Senior Certificate candidates in 1974.

d)

Reference was made to compulsory education for every pupil
who enrolled in 1973 and thereafter in Class I.

e)

Indian pupils are to receive tests, reference and set books
on a loan basis which remains the property of the State
(Government Notice No. 2319, 15 Dec, 1972).

f)

Education shall be provided in accordance with the ability,
aptitude and interest shown by the pupil, and the needs
of the country.

g)

Attention shall be given to the co-ordination, on a national
basis, of syllabi, courses and examination standards and
r·esearch, investigation and planning in the field of
education. (The Department of Indian Affairs follows the
syllabi of the Joint Matriculation Board).

h)

The parent community shall be given a place in the education
system.

i)

Consideration shall be given to suggestions and recommendations
of the

officially recognised teachers' associations for

purposes of planning education.
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j)

Conditions of service and salary scales of teachers shall be
uniform.

(cf. Nair, 45 ff).
One of the difficulties in Indian schools relates to the problem
of religious instruction.

While White, Black and Coloured

Christian pupils in South Africa receive inst~uction in Christianity
(which is not always a blessing) Indian pupils are not accorded
this privilege of receiving instruction in their specific religions.
This is a contributing factor in the process of religious alienation
that takes'place.

The many linguistic groups with their various

approaches within Hinduism, for example, do create difficulties •
. The Hindus, in particular, are affected as they do not have an
equivalent of Sunday schools and Madressas.

The result is that

Hindu children do not receive the same formal instruction in their
religion as is the case with Muslims and Christians.
The Indian youth finds itself more and more influenced by the
secularization process which has a direct bearing on religioui
attitudes as has been experienced in the West for many decade·s.
Higher education has gradually increased and the possibility o°f
such education has improved.

The Indians' Advanced Technical

Education Act, 1968 (Act No. 12 of 1968) is an important development
as this Act provides for the establishment of colleges for advanced
technical education for Indians.

This Act is fundamentally the

same as Act No. 40 of 1967 which deals with the establishment of
colleges for advanced technical education for Whites.

Indian

expertise becomes more and more significant in the industrial
and technological fields,

Education for Indians in this field

started when the Indian Technical Institute was established in
1927.

In terms of Act No, 12 of 1968 the M.L. Sultan Technical

College was declared a college for advanced technical education
and had a registered student body of more than seven thousand iri

(see atso
Fiat Lu:x: Vot. 5, November 1970,

1970 which has grown to over nine thousand in 1978.

A. Sotomon Technical Education
33).

Many new openings for employment have been established and

this college has a great task in.providing the n~cessary training
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(cf. Nair,

for skilled and professional labour for industry.

'15 ff)•
The emphasis on differentiation in education means individual=
isation i.e. education is no more seen merely from the academic,
theoretical angle but has been made more practical.

Indian

youth will increasingly throw off all bonds of paternalism and
concentrate on their own decisions in all matters including
religion.

In spite of the provisions made for the establishment

of an educational coUllllittee at each school giving parents the
opportunity to have a say in the education of their children,
which acts as a liason between home and school the community
and the Diyision of Education, (cf. Republic of South Africa

Government Notice No. R 193'1, 25 October 1968)

very little has

been done in regard to religious instruction in schools.
The Indian community has always been prepared to make sacrifices
for the education of their children.

Education was the only

means by which at least a section felt that their insecurity
could be overcome.

I:n spite of this high school enrolment in

1927 was only 67 or 0,6 per cent of the total school population,
As has been indicated above, in 1958 there were still only
.4 000 secondary pupils out of 90 000 Indian children at school,
i.e. 4,4 per cent of the total school population, while the
secondary school children in White schools constituted 24 per
cent of the total White school population.

MaaMiZZan, 425).

(of. Behr and

From 1958 secondary school pupils increased

rapidly so that in 1970 there were 39 531 secondary school pupils
out of a total school population of 169 967 or 24,2 per cent
and in 1974, 63 824

secondary school pupils i.e. 35,32 per cent

of the total number of Indians at school.

In 1978 there were

76 356 secondary pupils in school from Std. V onwards with
12 836 in Std. VIII, 9 724 in Std. IX and 5 009 in Std. X.
The ch>op out rate beyond Std. VII is still high.
decreased with differentiated education.

It has, however,

By 1970, no less than

99 per cent of all educable Indian children between the ages of
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6 and 13 years were at school.

(Behr and MacMittan, 442).

Of 18 586 pupils who were admitted in Class I in 1966, only
14 730 reached Std.Vin 1970 - 10,7 per cent dropped out.

Of

10 560 in Std. VI in 1966, only 2 145 reached Std. X in 1970
i.e. a drop out rate of 79, 7 per cent.
Indian girls is higher than among boys.

The drop out rate among
In Natal 50,03 per cent·

of White pupils who started Std. VI in 1966 reached Std. X in

(cf. N. van der wait Failure at school - Part I Fiat Lu:,.;
VoZ. 7, No. 9, Nov. 19?2, 18-19). The growth rate in high
1970.

schools now supersedes that of primary schools - an indication
that the drop out rate is decreasing.

With compulsory education

up to the age of 15 it is likely to decrease remarkably.

The

qualification in Government Notice No. R63 dated 12 January 1973
re·: compulsory education up to the age of 15, is that the Minister
first had to satisfy himself that sufficient and suitabZe schooZ

accommodation is avaiZable.

This qualification was removed in

terms of section 31 of the General Law Amendment Act, 1973
(Act No. 62 of 1973) in order to expedite the introduction of

(cf. Department of Indian Affairs (Division
of Education) I.E. Cireular No. 23 of 19?3, 13 August 19?3).
compulsory education.

In the traditional Indian community where the caste system
prevailed women were kept very much.in the backgroud and were
treated Zike Sudras or the lowest caste and were forbidden access

to the Vedas or holy scriptures. (Nair, 69).

At first, among

the Indians in South Africa the same position prevailed as in
India so that the Rev. Stott opened the first school with only
34 boys.

In 1909, only 324 of the 3 284 Indian pupils in schools

were girls i.e. 9,8 per cent of the total and more than half of

(Behr, A.L. Historical
perspective to Indian Education Fiat Lux Vol. 5, No. 9, Nov.
19?0 8-9) .. In 1936, girls still constituted only 30 per cent of
the Indian pupils were below Std. II.

the total number of Indian pupils at school which according to
Nair was partZy due to the fact that Indian parents were averse

to the teaching of their daughters by male teachers.

In 1937,

90 out of the 107 teaching personnel were male teachers.

While
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more than 70 per cent of the White teaching staff in Natal
in 1973 were women, females represented only 32,6 per cent in
Indian schools i.e. 2 147 out of 6 590 teachers. (cf. Nair, 70,

Department of Indian Affairs (Division of Education) Staff
Statistics, Fite No. S 15/2). Daughters were, however, kept at
home mainly for domestic reasons.

From 1927 to 1949, however,

the gi~ls at school increased by more that 900 per cent to
represent in 1970, 47,97 per cent of the total and 47,62 per

(Department of Indian Affairs: Annual Report of
the Division of Education 1971, Annexul"e C. Dept. of Indian
Affairs (Division of Education), Pu.pit Statistics as at
5 March 1974, 10). The figure is likely to increase until a
cent in 1974.

balance has been created.
Adult education also receives attention.

The Department of Indian

Affairs since 1972 has given special attention to it.

Every school

is envisaged as a potential centre for adult education working

(cf. J. Naidoo Adult Education
Fiat Lux VoZ. B, No. 3, April 1973, 8-11).
through its educational committees.

The training of nursery school teachers was initiated in 1973 at
the Springfield College of Education.

The latter institution

has in a remarkable effort assisted largely in the provision of
teachers in Indian schools. Indians made use of teacher training
facilities in the universities which allowed Indians to register
and the University of Durban-Westville, in particular, took a
lions share during the past two decades.

All teachers are today

qualified whereas a large proportion were unqualified during the
1950 1 s.

As far as university education in general is concerned,

it can be shown that in 1964, 112 Indians received Bachelor's
degrees of which only 9 or 8,03 per cent were from the University
of Durban-Westville. In 1978, nearly 60 per cent of all Bachelor's
degrees of roughly 450 were obtained at this university.

Indian

students since 1964 pave made great strides in the field of
university education. In tertiary educatfon a significant change
occurred.

In 1961, less than a thousand Indian students were

registered at universities; in 1978 more than seven thousand
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registered at various universities in South Africa with
4 300 at the University of Durban-Westville.

In six years

student numbers doubled at this university; a record achievement.
The need for diversification in university education is a
felt need; what Prof. Greyling calls a rationaZ dismbution of

Indian brain power. ·(af. J.J.C. GreyZing Employment Opportunities
for University Trained Indians Institute for SoaiaZ and Eaonomia
Researah, University of Durban-WestviUe, 1977, 9'1).
2.5

Alienation Process
Of special interest. for the investigation under discussion are
the surveys on religious beliefs in the Indian community.

Note=

worthy work has been done by H. Kuper and Fatima Meer on the
various religious rituals and ceremonies but very little. on an
in-depth analysis of attitudes.

Pillay, for example, rightly·

states that Hinduism is a family religion but that great changes
have taken place in the family because the produative, protective,

eduaational, recreational and religious functions whiah were
formerly the main responsibility of the family have been largely
transferred to other institutions. (U. PilZay A comparative

study of the values, attitudes and folklore across three
generations of Hindu-Tamil speaking females in Durban M.A.
Thesis, University of Durban-Westville, 222).

The older South

African Indian is as a rule a marginal person i.e. between the
old and the new, in spite of his reaction against new trends.
The same attitude, however, is prevalent amongst the Indian
youth which has found itself in a Western milieu but is influenced
and even dominated by the nihilistic disposition of secularism.
This development has made three inroads upon the family structure
as ind_icated in a survey of a hundred families by Jithoo.

While

the large majority of Indians in the sample of Jithoo lived in
joint.families, no less than 65 of the families were nuclear
and 5 were composite i.e. comprising two nuclear families.

(S. Jithoo Structure and development cycle of the Hindu joint
family in Durban M.A. Thesis, University of Natal, 1970, 18).
The joint families are more common among higher income groups
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because they can build their own houses in Indian areas of
their own choice.

Lower income groups have, however, io live

in sub-economic schemes in houses which provide only for a
nuclear family.

The patrilineal and patrilocal joint family

was in existence in the times of the Vedas and Brahmanas.

(cf. I. Karre Kingship organi~ation in India Poona, Deccan
CoZZege, 1953). The Athar-Veda states in a passage that the
family unit consisted of seZf, father, son, grandson, grandfather,
wife and the mother that bore me. (cf. K.M. Kapadia Marriage

and family in India

OUP, 1955, 122).

The five gene.ration unit

(in Hindi and Gujarati called Kul or Kutum, in Tamil and Telugu
called Kudumban or Kudumor) has always been considered as ideal
'

.

but this has received a hard knock in Metropolitan Durban.
joint family is the most important kinship unit.

The

Of the hundred

families investigated by Jithoo, 35 were joint families of which
twenty-nine Fere patriarc~al and six fraternal.

The joint family

included .the male head, his wife, unmarried children, unmarried
brothers and sisters, young married brothers, married sons and
brothers, and married sons with their wives and children - it

(cf. H. Kuper
Indian people in Natal Pietermaritzburg, NataZ University Press,
1960, 91; aZso by the author The South African Indian family
in The Indian as a South African a symposiwn, Johannesburg,
SATRR, 1956).
varies from a few individuals to over a hundred.

The Tamil and Telugu encouraged in-marriages i.e. within the same
family which resulted in strong family relationships as a buffer
against conversion to other religions.

The situation, however,

has changed as a result of the breaking up of the Kudumbam or
joint family.

Against this process the Pentecostal group or

congregation gives the impression that it ~s one large Kutum
and thus compensates· for the breaking up of the joint family.
The process of democratisation as far as the family structure
is concerned - a process forced through circumstances such as
housing or the secularisation process - has affected especially
Hinduism which is a family religion.
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In the ·survey comparing religious attitudes of Tamil female
students at the University College of Durban, Springfield
Teachers' Training College and the University of Natal with.
those of their mothers, it became clear that there was a great
discrepancy between the two_ generations - a real religious
generation gap.

The students became increasingly dubious about

traditional beliefs and less than 50 per cent of them b~lieved
in the major tr,aditional Hindu concepts such as Moksha, Yoga,
Dharma, Karma and Samsara.

Mothers preferred the Thiruvacakam

(devotional songs of saints written in Tamil) while students
preferred the Ramayana.

Twenty-six per cent of the mothers

and 45,33 per cent of the students had no official affiliation
with the Hindu religion or any of its organisations.

The

Christian mothers and daughters (students) all read the Bible
but no Hindu religious book.

Of the ttindu mothers and students

9,33 per cent and 6,67 per ~enf respectively read tpe Bible.
{cf. H.J.

w.

Rocher A study of the theory and pract_i ce of the

Hindu tradition among a selected group of Tamil-speaking Hindus
of South Africa: a sociological approach M.A. Thesis, University
of Pretoria, 36 ff).
One can expect that this alienation process will increase and
that it will affect these religions and churches which do not
pay special attention to the inculcation of basic beliefs.

This

is the reason why the historic Churches and Hinduism encounter
difficulties.

The irmnigration of 9 100 Indians between 1936 and

1960, those closer to Indian traditions, did not make any impact
as they constituted only 3,41 per cent of the total increase of
266 540 Indians in South Africa during that period.
In 1971, about 27 per cent of the Indian population attended school

It is
envisaged that 28 per cent of the Indian population will attend
school by 1980. (cf. Nair, 112). The individualisation process
will continue to grow with the increase of numbe:s in the
secondary schools and institutions for higher education, In
schools the numbers for Std. V - X increased from 40 273 in 1967,

while the corresponding figure for Whites was 25 per cent.
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to 51 410 in 1971, 54 176 in 1974 and reached over 6 000 in
1978.

Coupled with this is the fact that the age at which

Indian girls get married is rising.

In 1921, 10 per cent of

the girls in the age group 10 to 14 years had already married;
in that year 92, 8 per cent in the age group 20 to 24 were
married while only 52 per cent in this age group were married
in 1960.

This led to a reduction o'f 38 per cent in the number

(J.L. Sadie Projections.
of South African population, 1970 - 2020 Industrial DeveZopnent
Corporation of South Afriaa Ltd., Johannesburg, 1971, 18).
of children born from 1921 to 1960.

Growth rates decreased among Indians.

In May 1946, it was 3,31

per cent per annum; in 1975, 2,48 per cent; the figure projected
for 1980 is 2,15 per cent and for the year 2000, 1,82 per ce'lt
per annum.

The following fi~ures (af. Nair, 173) show that the

growth rate of the school population in the various groups, except
the Whites, hav~ been phenomenal.
Whites

Coloureds

Indians

Blacks

1955

615 971

245 820

96 275

1 139 684

1975

921 000

559 100

189 070

3 170 400

With a conununity stressing education as the Indians do, one can
expect a rapid increase in tertiary education in the next few
decades which is likely to result in changing values and attitudes.
It is against this background that the socio-religious survey
of Chatsworth must be viewed.
2.6

Economic position cf Chatsworth residents
According to the 1960 census 125 ·820 of the 477 125 Asians
(8 000 Chinese are included) were economically active.

In 1974,

males accounted fbr 78 per cent of the labour force. Thirty-three
pe~ cent of the labour force is under the age of 25 years and
31 per cent between 26 and 35 years - a youthful labour force.

Females were younger, 74 per cent being under 35, years of age.

(Sugden, op. ait. 39-40).

Every economically active Indian had

to provide for 3,79 persons, including himself.

This situation
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has not changed although a slight improvement has taken place
in regard to the income of a large section of the Indian
population.

With the higher travelling expenses, housing and

the ,ascalati,on of the ~ost of living, the latter especially due
to inflation, the economic situation of a large section of• the
Indi~~ community has not changed.
The ethnic and socio-economic structure of the urban society of
Metrop~litan Durban have important economic implications.

The

displacement and resettlement of a large section of the Indian
popul~tion had a definite influence on the community.

The urban

Indian population has grown to be the most urbanised ethnic group
in South Africa; namely 88 per cent.

This fact is attributed to

a hi~~ rate of natural increase and a high rate of rural-urban
migr~t~on which made unsatisfactory housing and economic conditions
pressing problems.

The fast expanding Durban-Pinetown industrial

complex provides work for 78 per cent of the labour force.

Removal

under the Group Areas Act created an urgent demand for a considerable
number of alternative dwell'ing units.· Although the new houses
meant improvement for some, others had to accept inferior choice
alternatives.

Relocates often faced higher living costs, in part

due to increased accommodation expenses.

Relocation also affects

the employment situation of a nwnber of people.

(af. Maasdo'J:'P,

Urban relocation and racial segregation: The case
of Indian South Africans Research Monograph, University of Natal,

and N. PiUay.

The discrimination found in the housing market is
often due to the institutionalised race situation which has
1977, 50).

resulted in bitterness and frustration.
In a survey conducted by the Un:i.versity of Natal, a sample of 751
heads of households in Chatsworth indicated that all heads belonged
to a religious group. Of the total 87 were Christians, 90 Muslims
and 574 were Hindus i.e. 11,9 per cent. of the people randomly
selected were Muslim; 76,5 per cent were Hindu and 11,6 per cent
were Christian. Of the Muslims, 58 per cent had bought their
houses, 4 per cent of these had sub-tenants and 29 per cent rented
the whole property from the corporation. Forty-five per cent of
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the Christians had bought their houses, 10 per cent had subtenants and 32 per cent were renting the whole property from
the corporation.

Although the poorer section of the Muslims

resided in Chatsworth, there were fewer Muslims living in
Chatsworth than in the rest of Durban while Christians were
slightly above the average for Metropolitan Durban.

A higher

percentage of Musli~s have bought houses in Chatsworth (58 per
cent) than Hindus (47 per'cent) or Christians (45 per cent).
Christians accounted for the highest percentage of sub-tenants
and Muslims for the lowest.
Only 2,4 per cent of the Muslim heads of households were unemployed,
3,8 per cent of the Hindus and 4 per cent of the Christians.

The

average male income per annum in Chatsworth is only R4,00 per
person higher than that of a male in rural areas, the latter being
the lowest among Indians.

Female income is, however, higher

compared with rural females.

The basic family income in Chatsworth

is, however, the second lowest in the Durban-Pietermaritzburg area;
household income is also the second lowest,

The per aapita

income in Chatsworth is R33,00 against R32,00 in rural areas.

(af, Sugden, Op, ait., 48).
The income level in Chatsworth is therefore very low.

More or less

equal proportions of the three rdi[d.ous groups earn R89 ,00 and
less per month.

Muslims are in the minority in the income group

R90 - Rl49,99 per month, i.e. 19,8 per cent compared with 28
per cent of the Hindus and 27,6 per cent of the Christians.

In

the income group Rl50 --~289, 99 Chris ti ans represented 19, 8 per
cent, Hindus 22,4 per cent and Muslims 28,9 per cent,

In the

income group R210 - 269,99 Christians accounted for the smallest
numbers i.e. 10, 5 per cent, Mus 1ims accounted for 10, 9 per c~nt
and Hindus 11,7 per cent.

Muslims were strongly represented in

the income group R270 - R359,99 i.e. 9,6 per cent compared with
8,8 per cent for Hindus and 6,6 per cent for Christians.

In the

income group R360 - R479,99, 2,6 per cent were Christians,
2,5 per cent Hindus and 2,4 per cent Muslims.

All Muslims

earn more than R480 while there was one Hindu in the income
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group R480 - R599,99 and one Hindu and one Christian in the
R600,00 + income group.

The income of different religi?us

groups did differ significantly from one another in and up to
the Rl49,99 category.

Nearly 60 per cent of the Christians

fell in this group; 54 per cent of the Hindus and 48,2 per
cent of the Muslims.

There was also a remarkable difference in

the Rl50 - R209,99 income group which included 19,8 per cent
of the Christians compared with 22,4 per cent of the Hindus artd
28,9 per cent of the Muslims.

There was no corresponding

difference in the higher categories but Christians are never=
theless the poorer se~tion.

It should also be mentioned that

(of.

R.N.
PiZZay and P.A. EZZison The Indian domestic budget Dept. of
Economics, University of NataZ, 1969). Surveys have indicated
the lower income groups tend to have larger families

that this leads to changes in regard to religious affiliation.

(Cf. G.C. Oosthuizen Pentecostal penetration into the Indian
community in Metropolitan Durban Pretoria, Hwnan Sciences
Research CounciZ, PubZicat-ion Series No. 52., 1975).
2.7

Conclusion
Many change religious af fili'ation because of the real and
egalitarian. solidarity the new group creates among its members.
They look for security and find the solidarity of the group
to be the answer to this.

Hf?.re the various strata of society.

are more homogeneous and the emphasis is on communicability
espacially in the context of an area such as Chatsworth.

The

Westernisation process does play a role in separating the Hindu
from his religion as it does among members of established Christian
Churches.

It creates the impression that religion is separated

from the grind of everyday life in the case of a large section
of the people in Chatsworth.

With some, ,however, social problems

are res~lved at the religious level - it helps to overcome
conflicts, prejudices and adverse social circumstances.

Where

connnunication, can take place through group solidarity, it h<:ilps to
overcome the situation where individual decisions have to be
taken.

Many Indians who are Hindu consider Hinduism to be an

obstacle to attain urban values such as flexibility in adapting
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to a new style of life.

Indians are quick to react against

anything that retards or disturbs personal achievement.

In the

secularised situation the destruction of the spiritual values
disturbs the harmonious relationship in a colillllunity.

A. Th.

van Leeuwen has indicated how difficult it is for concepts of

Kannavada and Dhanna to find expression in a secularised society.
The desire for individualism is also a sub-conscious motivation
for religious mobility.

Furthermore, when one agrees with

Yinger that religions are built to oarry the 'peak toad' of

human emotional need (cf. J. Mitton Yinger The scientific study
of religion London, 1972, 12) one also has to agree that if a
religion or church does not satisfy this need it is either
ignored or discarded.

Traditional religion is not discarded

because of falseness but rather due to ineffectiveness and
irrelevance.

Furthermore, man cannot deal with chaos; he needs

to ritualise his view of life - there must be order.

This explains

why Islam has a hold on its members even in an area such as
Chatsworth and why Pentecostalism expands.

Such religious

ritualisation helps adherents to endure situations of emotional

stress through projeotion. (cf. B. Malinowski Magic, Science
and Religion Boston, 1948). From the projected world the
empirical world is observed, judged and managed.
Some find it difficult to formulate the self and society within
the context of their specific religion.

They have to face the

scientific perspective with its doubt, disinterested observation
its analysis of the world and its disregard for the ritualistic
complexities.

Cultural disintegration causes religious disin=

tegration due to their close relationship.

{cf,

C. Geertz

Relig_ion as a cultural system in M. Banton (ed.) Anthropological
Approaches to the Study of Religion London, 1969, 1-46).
Conditions of anxiety highlight the emotional aspects of man in
which the religious man finds expression in emotionalism.

Where

new integrated religious groups are formed much of the anxiety
disappears.

Here one finds psychiatric functionalism.

The

stresses of life are dealt with and burdens are released.

(cf. A.T. Boisen Economic distress and religious experience
Psychiatry May 1939, 185-194). In Hinduism the doctrine of the
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transmigration of souls rejects any salvation based on intensive
activity in the world while for the Christian (especially
C~lvinist) emphasis is on purpose, destination and calling which
leads to seek salvation by vigorous activity.

Any religion that

is not alert and active in a situation such as that described
in Chatsworth will be ignored.

If a religion does not take note

of the new situation which calls for a dynamic orientation and
mobility, religious affiliation will only be formal if not
severed.

This is actually one of the major reasons for change of

religious adherence within Chatsworth.
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CHAPTER 3
A COMPARATtVE STUDY OF INSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES
In this chapter patterns of institutional activity for the main
religious groups found in Chatworth will be analysed.

Where factors

influencing the institutional commitments of respondents become clear
they will be set out.
3.1

Religious Affiliation
Individuals tend to be born into a religious tradition.

Authentic

commitment, however, requires that the individual discovers for
himself the adequacy of the tenets of his religion.

To this end

religious education is provided for, if not in communal contexts
then in the home.

Later, the achievement of authentic participation

may be recognised through a symbolic transition from immature to
mature participation in the tradition.

For example: In Christianity

there is the confirmation ceremony; in Hinduism there are the
samskaras; in Islam the male's first Ramadan is of special impor=
tance.

For all their symbolic import, however, such ceremonial

commitments can be mere formalities in terms of which little else
beyond a nominal religious identity is established.
In most surveys in which religious affiliation is asked for, it is
religious identity in the formal sense at least which is intended.
But few surveys go further by attempting to discriminate between
respondents for whom religious affiliation means something and
those for whom it means little.

Nevertheless, as a gross

indicator of patterns of religicus commitment such a categorization
is useful.

Accordingly it will be used as a backdrop against which

to investigate institutional commitments in detail.
Table 3.1

gives the distribution of religious and denominational

affiliation a~ it was found for 375 respondents.

The proportions

are: Hindu 61,6 per cent; Christian; 27,5 per cent; Muslim 8,5
per cent; H~terodox 2,4 per cent.
was not expected.

The high proportion of Christians

In an independent survey of the Chatsworth
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area (Corbett,' unpulilished) the following proportions for heacls
of households were found:· Hindu 77,4 per cent; Christian 10,6
per cent; Muslim 12 per cent.

These results are more narrowly

within the range of expectations.

Table 3.1

Present Religious Affiliation
HINDU:

No Sect

4

Saivite

9
12

Sai Baba

MUSLIM:

CHRISTIAN:

Tamil

126

Hindi
Telugu

59
21

No Sect

10

Sunni

22

Roman Catholic

8

Anglican

1

Methodist

4

Ref. ·Church in
Africa

2

Full Gospel

OTHER

.

231

Total

32

Total

103
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Presbytarian

2

Lutheran

4

Church of Nazareth
Assembly of God

2

Pentecostal

Total

2
27

Other

6

Heterodox
TOTAL

9

375

Various factors may be adduced to account for the discrepancy
between the proportions yielded by this survey and those yielded
by most other surveys. These factors are:
i)

A tendency in most surveys to regard religious affiliation as
homogeneous for each household. Corbett, for instance, used
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the affiliation of the head of the household as a measure.
But in Chatsworth it is happening increasingly that house=
holds are divided in their affiliation.

The situation is such

that homogeneous affiliation cannot be assumed for househo'ids.
ii)

The classification of a small group as Heterodox.

Although

small this is a significant category that could have been
larger had explicit guidelines been established whereby to
recognise it.

Respondents were assigned to it when their

commitments simply could not be fitted into any of the
traditional categories.
iii)

A tendency for Muslim households to yield the fewest interviews
per household and Christian households to yield the most.
Muslim menfolk tended most regularly to take on the respon=.
sibility of answering for everyone in the home while Christians
allowed the interviewer the greatest range of choice in selecting
whom to interview,

iv)

Even though households were randomly selected the sample was
small.

If the proportions found in this survey are a

distortion of the true proportions, perhaps it is simply
due to statistical freak:
While these factors go some of the way towards explaining the
discrepancy between the results of this survey and others, the
proportions are still somewhat unusual.

Consequently, it is

safest not to generalize from these proportions to the state of
the community as a whole.
does not matter.

To a certain extent the discrepancy

For the purposes of comparative analysis

large numbers in each religious grouping were required rather
than exact proportions.
Certain features shown on the table require a few remarks.

They

are:
i)

The small group of Hindus classified as having no sect.
were amongst the first respondents interviewed.

These

At that stage

the interviewer had a list of academic Hindu sub-classific~tions
by which to identify Hindus e.g. Saivite, Vaishnavite, etc.
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The first few Hindu respondents found these meaningless.
Accordingly these Hindus were classified as having no
sectarian affiliations.

Subsequently, Hindus.were found

to have a different non-orthodox or non-academic set of
categories in terms of which they identified themselves.
ii)

For the most part Hindus identified the religious tradition
of their·birth with reference to their traditional language,.
what they called their mothertongue.

Thus, most Hindus were

found to be Tamil, Hindi, or Telugu rather than Saivite or
Vaishnavite. The latter categories were found to be meaning=
less.

The few Saivites there are come from a couple of

very small Neo-Hindu reform movements.

In addition, five

members of the Saiva Siddhanta were classified as Saivite
though their forms of worship differ fr.om those of the
traditional Saivites.

The former are more Western but

still Hindu in their outlook.
iii)

Some Muslims were found who had no sense of their particular
grouping within the Islamic tradition and were therefore
classified as non-Secterian.

In one instance a significant

difference in the pattern of institutional conunitment was
found to exist between this group and those who identified
themselves as Sunni Muslims.
iv)

Proportions within the Christian community show a marked
difference between the numbers in the traditional churches
on the one hand and the Pentecostal churches on the other.
The Full Gospel (Bethesda) Church is one of the latter which
occupies a category on its own due to its size.

3.2

Changes in Religious Affiliation
Changes in religious affiliation can occur at two levels. They are:
i) A change from·one great tradition to another e.g. from Hinduism
to Christianity;
ii)- A change from one sub-group within a tradition to another e.g.
from the Tamil to the Sai Baba groups.
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Both kinds of change were found to have occurred amongst
respondents.
both.

The table below gives the numbers involved in

Row totals give present affiliation while column totals

give past affiliation.

The figure at the intersection of each

religious tradition with itself gives the number of respondents
who changed their sub-grouping.

Table 3. 2

Changes in Affiliation
Hindu

No Change

Christian Muslim Heterodox

Total

Hindu

18

2

-

-

211

231

Christian

66

1

-

42

103

Muslim

-

1

-

-

31

32

2

9

Heterodox

6

1

-

-

No Change

211

37

31

2

TOTAL

301

42

31

2

283
283

375

By far the largest change shown is from Hinduism to Christianity.
There is also quite a substantial change within Hinduism.

The

Muslim group shows no losses while the Christians show losses
of at least one member to each of the other groups.

As given

by the table the past as against the present proportion of the
total affiliated to each group is:

Hindu 80,3 per cent to

61,6 per cent; Christian 10,9 per cent to 27,5 per cent; Muslim
8,3 per cent to 8,5 per cent; Heterodox 0,5 per cent to 2,4 per
cent.

Of the total about one in every five respondents is

shown as having changed.
Of the four religious groups, Muslim membership was found to be
most stable.

The one conversion to Islam from Christianity

occurred when a Roman Catholic woman married a Muslim.
gave marriage as her reason for changing.

She

In contrast to this

a Muslim woman was found who had married a Hindu but still
identified herself as a Muslim although her husband would not
convert.
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The interviewer gained the impression that if the proportion of
Muslims is to ch.ange it would not be through conversions.

This

view is re-inforced by an analysis of the Muslim attitudes to
conversion and proselytizing (see Section C).

With the Muslims

there is a laissez faire attitude to other religions.

The one

factor that could change this is the provocation of the
evangelicaf Christians.
In turning to the Christian group it is interesting that of the
. four who were found·to have
three were Roman Catholic.

changed their religious tradition,
All of them gave marriage to non-

Christians as their reason for changing.

It is also interesting

that all who changed married Hindi-speaking Hindus or, in one
case, a Muslim.

As will become clear when proportional losses

of the various Hindu sub-group are compared, Hindustani losses
are significantly lower than the others.
Roman Catholic losses were exactly counter-balanced ~y Roman
Catholic gains.

The sample numbers are too small to draw

conclusions as to the decline or growth of the-Roman Catholic
church in Chatsworth, but what seems certain is that propor=
tionately to the Pentecostal and Full Gospel churches its
share of the Christian community is considerably smaller than
it used to be.· This church's attitude to other religions has
been perhaps similar to that of the Muslims, cohabitation seems
to have led to toleration.

But the Catholics differ from the

Muslims, it would seem, by their willingness to change affiliation
when marrying.
The Hindus register large losses.

Of those interviewed who had

been Hindu almost one in every four had become Christian or
moved into the Heterodox group.

Christianity gained over 90 per

cent of the Hindus who had changed their religious tradition.
The losses to Christianity were from the Teluguj Tamil, Hindi
and non-Sectarian groups.

The proportional loss of each to

Christianity relative to its original membership was: Telugu
33 per cent, Tamil 23 per cent, Hindi 14 per cent, No sect 33 per
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cent.

The smallness of the non-Sectarian group makes the

figure for its proportional loss a little artificial.

The 6

persons lost by the Hindus to the Heterogeneous group had all
been Tamilian.
Of the Hindu sub-groups, the Tamil and Telugu groups were found
to have been significantly more susceptible to losses.

This is

especially clear when the changes within Hinduism are also taken
into account.

The Saivite, Sai Baba and Hindi groups were all

found to have gained at the expense of the Tamil and Telugu groups.
Thus, while the Hindi group lo.st 14 per cent of its original
membership to Christianity its overall loss was only 8 per cent
due to its gains from the Tamil and Telugu groups.

By contrast,

the overall losses of the latter two groups go from 23 per cent
and 33 per cent to 32 per cent and 42 per cent respectively
when changes within Hinduism are taken into account.
Overall the situation with regard to the changes of affiliation
made by those who had originally been Hindus can be sunnnarized as
follows:
i)

Just over one in every five persons who had been Hindu had
changed to Christianity.

The Tamil and Telugu groups had

suffered the largest losses.
ii)

While membership of the Hindi group was found to have been
relatively unstable, its gains from the Tamil and Telugu
groups had somewhat offset the effect of its losses on total
membership.

iii)

The Saivite and Sai Baba groups within Hinduism were found to
have given quite a number of Hindus from the Tamil and Telugu
groups a new sense of religious identity.

As can be seen from

table 3.3, the impact of these groups has been at least as
strong as the combined impact of the traditional Christian
churches.
The table gives a general indication of the way in which
Christian gains from Hinduism were distributed amongst the
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churches:

Table 3. 3

Gains of Christianity from Hinduism
Hindu Losses
Pentecostal Churches

47

Traditional Churches
Other

14
5

TOTAL

66

The Pentecostal churches were found to have gained more than
twice .as many converts as the traditional churches.

In all,

Pentecostals gained 71,2 per cent of those who converted from
Hinduism.

Of the traditional churches the Lutheran church with

three converts was found to have gained the largest number.
The gains by Christianity classified as "other" consisted of
three Jehovah's Wittnesses and two individuals of the 7th Day
Adventist Church,

By comparison therefore the emergence of the

Saivite and Sai Baba groups with 21 members compares favourably
with the 19 members gained by the traditional churches and other
non-classified Christian groups.
The few Christians who were found to have left Christianity gave
marriage as their reason for doing so,

The reasons given by

those who left Hinduism for Christia~ity are more diverse as the
table below shows.

Table 3 .4

Reasons for Conversion to Christianity

Christain prayer has a healing power
Parents changed

15

11

Faith led to other forms of material help e.g. job,
house etc.·

10

For the sake of love

8

Found the truth/right way etc.

7

Hinduism was too complicated

6

Other

7
2

No reason given
TOTAL

66
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The category marked "other" includes one individual who went
to a Catholic school and simply continued with that style of
worship, another who had a vision of Jesus Christ and decided
to become a Christian as a result, and four others who replied
vaguely that they preferred Christianity.
The most interesting feature of the table is the number it shows
as having changed because of what they experienced as the direct
material efficacy of Christianity.

Of the 66 conversions, 25

were as a result of the perceived power of Christianity to heal
disease or provide other forms of material help.

Indirectly

the proportion is greater since many of those who changed with
their parents, had parents who changed for material reasons.
What makes this result interesting is that it indicates the
extent to which religion has a material orientation in Chatsworth.
The claims to heal and to offer other kinds of material help
go with the Pentecostal style of Christianity.

In view of the

successes of these churches this would seem to be the style of
Christianity most adapted to conditions in Chatsworth.

In this

regard, Pentecostal Christianity is in direct competition with
the traditional form of ritualistic Hinduism practised in
Chatsworth, for the latter too is orientated towards material
efficacy.

Many of the more important rituals practised by

Hindus in the community have to do with ensuring financial
security or freedom from disease.

The success of the Sai Baba

movement can also be traced to this sort of factor.

One of its

main features is the supposed miraculous power of its contemporary
head, Sai Baba.
The fact that Pentecostalism and movements such as the Sai Baba
movement have had an impact relative to what is perceived as their
material efficacy raises certain interesting questions. For example:
i)

Why is it that these movements are seen to have greater material
efficacy tqan traditional ritualistic procedures?

If the

greater adequacy of the former can be linked to their being
more meaningful in some sense or other, the question can be
·asked as to what makes them more meaningful.

This is an issue
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which will be dealt with in'greater detail in the.concluding
portions of 'this ~ection.
ii)

What would happen given sustained improvement in the material
conditions of the community?

If such improvement were

sustained long enough to be taken for granted, the above
features of what these movements offer would become irrelevant.
They would either have to adapt their religious styles or
perish.
The complexity of Hinduism, although it received·a relatively
low propor~ional rating as

reason for change, is another

interesting feature of the table.

Quite a few respondents

commented that the Bible is much easier .to understand than, for
instance, the Bhagavad Gita.

This reflects one of the great

problems facing Hinduism in its South African context.

Without·

organized institutional guidance Hindus in South Africa cannot
hope to understand their religion as a. belief system.
Interpretation of the Heterodox group is difficult.

It has no

communal identity and its members share only one common feature
in that they have a confused array of heterodox and largely
unrationalized commitments,

It would be convenient to explain

its emergence as a result of the diverse religious inputs available
in the competitive and ideologically saturated atmosphere of
Chatsworth.

But without past information about it, it cannot

be assumed to be newly emergent.

It may have been and is likely

to have been present but unmonitored all the time.

In a mixed

religious community there are always likely to be individuals
with a mixed qssortment of commitments.

The significance of this

group is that it could be the focus of change.

Its members may

represent individuals in a stage of transition from one major
set of religious corranitments to another.

On the other hand,

its members may constitute a potential membership pool for hybrid
religious movements of the sort which attempt to rationalize
diverse sets of religious influences.

Or it may be that religious

issues as institutionally framed rate such a low priority amongst
the concerns of its members that no attempt is made to rationalize
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what are recognized to be confused arrays of religious commitments.
Whatever the case the Heterodox group is one which should be more
clearly defined and attended to in future surveys.

3.3

Patterns of Public Worship
The table below gives the regularity of temple/mosque attendance
that was found for respondents:

Table 3.5

Temple Attendance x Religion
Hindu

·- than once
More

/week

Christian Muslim

Heterodox

Total

7

41

8

1

57

Once per week

23

50

12

1

86

Festivals & prayers
only

98

3

-

2

103

Festivals only

80

2

3

3

88

Rarely or never

23

7

9

2

41

231

103

32

9

375

TOTAL

When interpreting this table it must be born in mind that Muslim
women do not attend mosques.

They account for the 9 Muslims who

responded that they never attend mosque.
The proportions who attend temples or mosques regularly·in each
group relative to the membership of that group are: Hindu 13 per
cent; Christian 88 per cent; Muslim 87 per cent; Heterodox 22 per
cent.

The proportions who attend rarely or never are; Hindu

10 per cent; Christian 7 per cent; Muslim O per cent; Heterodox
22 per cent.

The most notable feature about these figures is

that while the proportions for regular attendance by Christians
and Muslims is very high the same proportion for Hindus is very
low,

Yet the proportions who attend rarely or never for all groups

are very low.
Christianity

The reason is that Hinduism differs from Islam and
in

its style of public worship.

Whereas the latter

make a point of using the mosque or temple for regular public
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worship, the fomer does not.

The Hind~ temple has its use

relative to the perfomance of special prayers e.g. Mariamma
prayers, or the celebration of festivals.

It is only on the

latter occasions that it becomes a centre of generalized public
worship.
The above observation was confimed by the responses given by
irregular attenders for not having attended more regularly.

By

far the majority of Hindus i.e. 80,6 per cent, gave as their
reason for irregular attendance that it was not necessary for
one could worship in the home.

Irregular attenders in all groups

gave as their reason that the cost in time and money was prohib=
itive.

This is an effect of the Group Areas Act which has made

many places of worship virtually inaccessible.
A further small group of irregularly attending Hindus i.e. 10 per
cent; answered that they never attended temples because they
considered temple worhsip to be irrelevant to their lives.

As

the table below shows there was a statistically significant
relationship between age and this attitude.

Table'3,6

Attitude to Temple x Age Group
25 & under

Over 25

Temple attendance considered irrelevant

14

6

Remaining respondents

36

175

TOTAL

50

181

There is thus a strong correlation between age and a negative
attitude to temples amongst respondents with those 25 and under
tending to have such an attitude.

Two factors can be adduced

for this:
i)

The greater exposure of this group on the whole to popular
Western culture and its norms;

Total
20
201
231 jI
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ii)

The greater freedom of this group from familial and social·
responsibilities.

Support for the second factor comes from the fact that married
respondents tended to have a more positive attitude to temples
than the unmarried.

It would seem that as social responsibilities

increase so the cares they generate lead to a more sympathetic
attitude to institutional religion.
The difference between Hinduism on the one hand and Christianity
and Islam on the other in the way that the temple/mosque functions
in each is an important factor governing the ability of each to
respond to a disruptive situation like Chatsworth.

This issue

will be fully dealt with in the concluding portions of this
section.

(See also Section C).

An important aspect of the pattern of worship of all groups is
the celebration of festivals.

These include the coimnemoration

of important events in the purported foundational histories of
the different religions and, in the case of Hinduism, festivals
whose specific purpose is the cure or prevention of diseases.
In the latter connection Mariamma and Kavady are important.

The

main festivals celebrated by members of the different religions
in Chatsworth are given in the table below along with the
numbers who attend each:

Festival attendance for each Religion

Table 3.7 (a,b,c)

Christianity

102

32

c)

Ramadan

32

Christmas

99

168

Eid-ul-Adha

32

Easter

97

Marriama
Pongal

155

Moh. birthday 31

95

155

Muhairam

31

Ascension diiY
Pentecost

92

Kavady

147

Eid-ul-Fitr

31

Ash Wednesday

3

a)

Hinduism

Deepavali
Sivarathree

228

b)

223

Islam

Krishna Asthmee

89

Shahadat

30

Raam Naumee

79

Thaziya

18
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A notable difference between the Christian and Muslim groups on
'the one hand and the Hindu group on the other is that the over=
· all patterns of attendance for the former are more consistently
higher.

This is largely due to the fact that Hindu sub-grouping

plays a significant role in determining which festivals are
attended.

The table below gives the break down in attendance

for the various Hindu sub-groups:

Table 3.8

Festival Attendance x Hindu Sub~group
N. Sect

Saiva

Deepavali

4

7

Sivar a three

3

7

3

s.

Tamil

Hindi

Telugu

Total

12

122

58

20

223

94
113

168

15

1

7

10

Kavady

2

12

Krishna Asthnee

1

5
2

117
106

41
7
3

12

5

11
12

4

Raam Naurnee

3

4

4

155
i55
147
89
79

Mariamma
Pongal

..

No. of Respondents:

Baba

17

13

25

9
51

15

49

.4

.

"

6

N. Sect 4; Saiva 9; S, Baba 12, Tamil 124; Hindi 58;
Telugu 21

As the table shows, the first five festivals tabulated are the
most important for the Sirdi Baba, Tamil and Telugu groups.

For

the Saiva group three of the first five are important with
Marriamen and Kavady, the two having to do with disease, less
important.

For the Hindi group the important festivals ar~

Deepavali, Krishna Asthmee and Raam Naurnee with Siva Rathree
slightly less important.

There is no clear pattern for the·

non-Sectarian group.
Taking an average figure for attendance at the main festivals
of each group the following proportional attendance for the
different groups emerges:

Muslim 97,4 per cent;· Christian 93,9

per cent; Sirdi Baba 95 per,cent; Hindi 90,8 per cent (excluding
Siva Rathree rationalized on the basis that Vishnu is the more
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important representation of God than Siva for this group);
Tamil 89 per cent; Saiva 77,8 per cent; Telugu 73,3 per cent.
When viewed thus the festival attendance for each group is
I

impressively high apart from that of the Saiva and Telugu
groups.

The

different patterns of attendance within Hinduism

provide a useful illustration of the diversity of that religion,
a·point which makes it dangerous to generalize about the religion
as a whole without first taking into account the character of
each sub-group.

It will be remembered that of the Hindu language .based sub-groups
i.e. Tamil, Hindi, Telugu; the Telugu suffered the largest
proportional loss of membership to Christianity.

This tallies

with the relatively low proportion of festival celebration shown
here, perhaps indicative of a lower level of commitment to the
institutional tradition on the part of this group.
Of the Hindu festivals Deepavali emerges as by far the most
popular.

It is a celebration of the triumphant return of Rama

to rule over his kingdom after years of exile.
incarnation of God.

Rama is an

The legendary history associated with

Rama serves two important didactic purposes:
i)

It teaches the triumph of virtue and provides, in the main
figures, a model of what it is to be virtuous.

ii)

It provides, in the relationship of Rama to Sita his consort,
an ideal model .for the relationship of husband to wife.

The popularity of this festival ensures that the history of Rama
is one of the better known didactic portions of the Hindu religious•
literature, at least in outline.

The relationship of Rama to Sita

and the virtuous quality of each are emphasized.
interest in future research

It would be of

to ascertain the attitudes of different

sections of the Hindu community to the values these two figures
embody.
Within the Christian and Muslim groups the low rating of Ash
We9nesday and Thaziya respectively can be traced to their sectarian
as~ociation within these religions.
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In addition to festivals, a further important aspect of
institutionalized ritualism of Hinduism are certain special
prayers.

Those monitored for in the questionnaire were

Gengamah, a so-called water-prayer which is performed in aid
of general well-being; Mariamma, which can be performed indepen=
dently of the festival to ~ure or prevent diseases such as
measles and small...,pox; Neva Rathree, a prayer to nine statues;
Pithar-Pak, a prayer in commemoration of dead parents; Guru
Pooje, prayers in remembrance of great teachers/saints; Saras=
wathi prayers, in aid of learning and education; and, Jhanda
and Katha prayers.

Respondents were vague about the purposes

of the last two but basicaily they can be thought of as having
to do with material well-being e.g. prosperity and_freedom from
disease.

Similar forms of worship in the other religions were

made provision for by means of open ended questions, but respon=
dents were unable to come up with any.

There is in any case a

difference between Christianity and Islam on the one hand and
Hinduism on the other in that the latter is more formally
ritualistic and sacrificial when it comes to seeking divin~
assistance in matters of material well-being.

The form of the

rituals is stricly set out and must be adhered to if success
is to be achieved.

The table below gives the incidence of

performance of these prayers for all the religions:

Table 3.9

Special Prayers x Religion
Hindu

Gengarnah
Mariamrna
Neva Rathree
Pithar Pak
Guru Pooje
Saraswathi

•,

Katha Jhanda
No. of Respondents:

Christian Muslim

Heterodox

Total

3

182

7

175

4

157
116

-

-

-

-

3

164
119

74

1

-

-

75

84
201

-

-

2

86

2

8

211

73

-

-

-

73

Hindu 227; Christian 102; Muslim 32; Heterodox 9
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The preceding table has been included simply to illustrate that
a few Christians do certain Hindu prayers.

One of these was a

Roman Catholic, one a Pentecostal, and two within the Jehovah's
Witness/7th Day Adventist group •
.The table below gives the incidence of performance of these prayers
for the different Hindu sub-groups.

Table 3.10

Special Prayers x Hindu Sub-group
Saiva

s.

Baba

Tamil

Hindi

Telugu

N. Sect

Total

Gengamah

5

11

100

38

17

4

175

Mariamma

5

12

112

10

15

3

157

NevaRathree

4

6

70

25

10

1

116

Pithar Pak

-

2

11

56

3

2

74

Guru Pooje

9

7

41

20

5

1

84

Saraswathi

9

12

118

45

16

1

201

Katha Jhanda

2

5

7

55

1

3

73

'

No. of Respondents:

Saiva 9; S. Baba 12; Tamil 124; Hindi 57;
Telugu 21; N. Sect 4

As with festival attendance, the scaling in popularity of the
prayers 1s partly traceable to sub-group differences within
Hinduism.

Pithar Pak and Katha and Jhanda prayers are related

specifically to the Hindi group.

A high proportion of Hindi do

these prayers, but a very low proportion within the other groups
do.

Strictly speaking, no members of the other groups ought to

do these prayers except perhaps for those who are members of
neo-Hindu sects which cut across the original linguistic religious
groupings.
Saraswathi prayers emerge as the most popular.

This is significant

as Saraswathi is a goddess of learning and it thus provides an
indication of the priority Hindus assign to education.
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.

.Many o f the prayers e.g. Mar1amma, Jhanda, etc; and the two

J

festivals of Kavady and Marriamen tnvolve belief in what may
be called the material efficacy of ritualistic activity.

Divine

assistance with material well-being is sought through the
performance of elaborate and formal ritual acts.

Such a religious

ideology is not entirely consistent with the Western scientific
a~d technological ideology.
In view of the fact that the younger or better educated sections
of the Indian community are more exposed to the latter ideology
than the rest of the coID{llunity, it was decided to compare these
variables with patterns of attendance to see whether this
exposure might have had any effect.

However, although propor~

tionately fewer of the young and better educated celebrated these
rituals, the results were not significant at a high statistical
level.

This result needs to be qualified relative to the Hindu

ritual ideology in terms of which an individual can be counted
as having celebrated a ritual so long as someone has done it
on his/her behalf.

This is an important facet of Hindu worship

whose implications we shall examine further on.
While Christianity does not on the whole exhibit similar forms
of ritualism it has techniques, as it were, whose purpose is to
achieve similar results.

Chief amongst these 1s prayer.

This

prayer, particularly in its Pentecostal form, may appear to one
as unformalized arid spontaneous in view of its highly emotional
quality.

However, in terms of intonation and content it is in

fact highly stylized.

It is not as formal as Hindu ritualism,

but in terms of its stylization it certainly represents a form
of oral ritualism diffe~ing from its Hindu counterparts mainly
in that it lacks elaborate patterns of overt ritualistic activity.
It is less technical.
The Muslim pattern of prayer, while.not punctuated by the
ritualistic forms found in Hinduism, is nevertheless determined
insofar as the orthodox Muslim is supposed to pray five times a
day.

This most Muslims did not do, basically because pragmatic

I .
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considerations have made it virtually impossible~

Taking male·

respondents only, 28,6 per cent claimed that they prayed five
times a day.

For the rest most prayed only in the mornings or

in the evenings, some visiting the Mosque only once a week to
pray.

This erosion of conunitment to prescribed practices is

one of the important effects of Muslim involvement in a foreign
context.

3.4

(For further illustrations of this see Section C).

Patterns of Home Worship
Patterns of home worship form a significant part of institutional
religious practice.

It is not, however, always easy to distinguish

clearly between public and home.worship.

This is particularly

the case in established institutional rituals such as the Katha and
Jhanda prayers which although performed at home, arc nevertheless
displayed publicly by the use of flags.

In such cases the practices

concerned were considered part of the pattern of public commitment.
The particular religious practices considered as part of the
pattern of home worship are given in the table below along with
the breakdown for each religion of the numbers who practise them
regularly:

Table 3.11: Home Practices x Religion
Hindu

Christian Muslim

Heterodox

Total

22

7

290

20

4

5

194

40

94

32

2

168

93

56

12

4

165

208

2

-

8

218

Daily Prayer

169

92

Fasting

165

Prayer at Meals
Family Devotions
Lighting the
Kamachee Lamp·
No. of Respondents:

Hindu 228; Christian 102; Muslim 32; Heterodox 9
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From the table it is clear that of the practices, daily prayer
is the most common and is most consistently practised across.
the groups.

On the other hand, praying at meals is most typical

of Muslims and Christians while fasting and lighting the Kamachee
lamp are most typical of the Hindus and the Heterodox group.
Family devotions emerge as most typical of .the Christian group.
Clearly then, each religious group has its favoured home practices.
An interesting feature of the table is the relatively low propor=

tion of Muslims found to practise daily prayers.
is: 69 per cent.

The proportion

It is the smallest proportion of all the groups,

the proportions for the others being; Christian 90 per cent,
Heterodox 78 per cent and Hindu 74 per cent.

On closer examination

it was found that the disproportion was traceable to a marked
difference of commitment within the Muslim group.

While 77 per

cent of the Sunni group claimed to practise daily prayers regularly,
only 50 per cent of the so-called non-Sectarian group did so.
Another marked difference between the two groups is to be found
in the proportions of each found to practise family devotions.

For

the Sunni group the proportion was 54 per cent, but for the nonSectarian group only 10 per cent.

There is thus a clear difference

between the two groups in the level and strength of their commit=
ment to these practises.
The relative instability of a language based sense of religious
identity in the Hindu group has already been remarked upon.

In

this Hinduism bears an interesting similarity to Islam, for neither
language based identity within the Hindu group, nor the nonSectarian identity within the Muslim group qudifies as what we
might call an orthodox sub-grouping.

Moreover, within Hi~duism

and Islam, it is these two groups which tend to show the lowest
strengths of commitment.

This suggests that the ability to

locate oneself within a recognized religious sub-group is an
important indicator of conunitment level and strength.

Inability

to do so is an indicator of a lower level of acquaintance with
the tradition which (on its turn) is an indicator, for whatever
reasons, of a generally lower level of commitment to the tradition.
Here we have a justification for establishing religious identity
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according to the way individuals actually see themselves rather
than in terms of clear-cut traditional categories.
Overall levels of commitment within the Christian group relative
to the practices that matter e.g. Daily Prayers, Praying at Meals,
Family Devotions, appear high.

But while few do not pray daily

or at meals it is interesting to note that those who do not do
so, come from the traditional rather than the Pentecostal
churches.

For instance, while only 3 per cent of the Pente=

costal group do not pray regularly every day or at meals, the
proportion for the traditional churches is 35 per cent.

This

brin~s the level of commitment to daily prayers within the
latter sub-group to below that of all the other major groups!
The Pentecostal churches also show a greater tendency to practice
family devotions than the traditional churches, the proportions
being 70 per cent and 19 per cent respectively.

Here again the

traditional churches rate as less committed than any of the other
groups.

The difference in levels of commitment between the

traditional churches and non-Christian groups is not statis=
tically significant, but the significance of the difference
between these churches and the Pentecostal churches in levels
of commitment is clear.

It is interesting that such a clear

difference between these two major Christian groupings should
emerge relative to home practices, but not relative to attendance
at public institutional functions.
With regard specifically to the Hindu group it is interesting
to note the discrepancy between the high numbers who claim to
light the Kamachee lamp compared with the far lower numbers who
claim to pray daily on a regular basis, for lighting the Kamachee
lamp, a daily practice, is a form of prayer.

The discrepancy

brings to light an important feature of Hinduism.
In orthodox Hin~u religious ideology ritual activity is thought·
to have great power to take care of human needs.

But it is

not required that everyone takes part, though merit is gained
through participation.

Thus, one member of the family can perform
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or participate in a ritual religious activity on behalf of the
whole family.

In effect, it is ~nough that one person participates

for the family as a whole to be counted as having participated.
There is therefore a discrepancy between th~ figures for those
who claim involvement in lighting the God-lamp, a form of daily
prayer, as against those who claim to pray daily.

In the first

case actual participation is not needed for there to have been
participation.

Merely the fact that the God-lamp has been lit

is enough.
This is an important feature of Hinduism in the way that it effects
coirmitments, for it means that there is a religious pressure for
only one member of a family to be actively involved in religious
activities.

The strength of such.an ideology is in the,fact

that a low level of actual commitment may be counted nevertheless
as a high level of general connnitment. The weakness is that those
who do not actually participate tend to be ignorant of their
religion and what it involves.

They may sponsor and believe in

their religion, but they do not know what it is about, partly
because they do not need to know.
It is common knowledge that the women are relied upon to observe
the prescribed activities of Hinduism, at least in South Africa.
This is substantiated by our results and emerges particularly
clearly in the relative levels of commitment of the men and

I

women to regular daily prayer.

The table below gives the

figures:

Sex x Regularity of Daily Prayer (Hindu)

Table 3.12

Pray Daily/ Regularly
Yes
No
Male

78

43

Total
121

Female
Total

91

16

107

169

59

228

df

=

1

x2

=

13,21

.001
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This result shows that the level of colillllitment to daily prayer
is the only reliable measure of differences in commitment
between the sexes.

Differences with regard to levels of colillllit=

ment to institutional ritual practices such as the lighting of
the God-lamp or the performance of special prayers are masked
by the conception of what it is to participate.

The result

confirms the interviewer's impression that the menfolk tend not
to participate actively in religious practices.

Frequently they

referred to their wives in order to establish whether or not
certain prayers were performed or whether certain names were
used in.prayer.
While many respondents were found not to practise particular forms
of home worship regularly there were few who never practised
them at all.

Most respondents claimed to practice the forms of

home worship appropriate to them at least some of the time, even

if irregularly.

3.5

Styles of Worship
The style of worship in each of the three major religions differs
quite considerably.

Christianity is predominantly prayer orientated,

Islam is prayer orientated but includes sacrifices on feast days,
. and Hinduism in the form in which it occurs in Chatsworth is
predominantly ritualistic.

The table below gives the figures in

each religion who practice particular forms of worship.

Table3.13

Styles of Worship x Religion
Hindu

Christian Muslim Heterodox
102
20
8

Total

Spontaneous Prayer

210

Prescribed Prayer
Chanting a God-name

182

88

31

7

308

167

8

2

3

180

340

Offering of Flowers etc.
Lighting the Sacred Lamp

214

2

2

7

225

219

2

1

7

229

Lighting the Holy Fire

184

2

1

6

193

Sacrifice of Animals

192

2

28

6

228

No. of Respondents:

I

I

Hindu 29; Christian 103; Muslim 32; Heterodox 9
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All groups in the survey rated highly in the traditional forms
of worship relevant to them.

Overall the most popular form of

worship was spontaneous prayer though other forms were more
popular for both the Hindu and Muslim groups.
Taking the Muslims first the prayer orientation of this group
is clear.

Prescribed prayers were practised by 97 per cent of

the community.

The importance of sacrifice is also apparent,

it being practised by 88 per cent of .the community.

However,

in this community for whom all prayer is supposed to be prescribed
(according to the interviewer's informants), 62 per cent were
found to practise spontaneous prayer.
In the Christian group spontaneous prayer was practised by 99.9
per cent of the community.

Prescribed prayers, for example, the

Lord's Prayer, were practised by proportionately fewer respondents
though the 85 per cent proportion yielded by the survey is not
reliable as respondents tended to forget about the Lord's Prayer
unless prompted~ and they were not always prompted.
The ritual orientation of the Hindus is clear from the high
numbers who ciaimed to participate in such ritualistic forms
of worship as the lighting of the holy fire, etc.

The one.

point of interest is that, while prescribed prayers exist for
Hindus for all purposes it is spontaneous prayer which i~ most
often practised.

This is indicative of the fact that in South

Africa prescribed prayers are not well known amongst the Hindus.
An important facet of the Hindu style of worshipping not ment1oned
here is that of fasting.

It has been dealt with above in the

discussion of home practices.
No real significant intra-group differences in the styles of
worship were found.

There was statistically a non-significant

tendency within the Hindu group for the proportional commitment
of Telugus to be lower than .that of the other groups.

The

Saivite and Sai Baba neo-Hindu groups on the other hand were
found to sacrifice less than the other groups, as can be expected.
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An interesting feature of the way respondents responded to
questions as to the kinds of worship in which they were involved
as compared, for instance, to their responses to questions
concerning home worship is that certain discrepancies are apparent.
For example, fewer respondents claimed to light the God-lamp when
that question was asked relative to home worship as claimed to
do so when asked relative to the forms of worship.

Small

discrepancies were also found for all groups relative to the
question whether or not respondents prayed.
fewer

Again, there were

who said that' they prayed at all when the question was

asked relative to home worship than did so when it was asked
relative to the forms of worship.

This simply alerts us to a

problem of the questionnaire method, namely, that human beings
cannot be expected to answer entirely consistently (independently
of considerations as to how truthful they have been).
A last general remark about the forms of worship of the different
groups can be made at this point.

It is that as one moves from

Christianity, particularly of the Pentecostal kind, through Islam
to Hinduism the form of worship becomes increasingly ritualistic,
that is, worship is concentrated increasingly in set patterns of
overt behaviour.

This has important implications and is a topic

to which more attention will be devoted in the concluding parts
of this section.

3.6

General Features
Birth, marriage and death are important events marked by special
ceremonies in all the religions.

In addition to the ceremonies

that go with these are others which mark the transition from
one stage in life to the next.

This is particularly so in Hinduism

which has an elaborate set of rituals referred to collectively
as the Samskaras.
individual's life.

These are performed at important points in the
·strict adherence to these has fallen away

with only the more important such as the naming, marriage and
death ceremonies still relatively widely practised.

The general

attitude to others is well expressed by a woman who remarked in
connection with the ear-piercing ceremony for girls that they
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might as well have them pierced by a doctor or a jeweller.
Neither Islam nor Christianity have equivalent elaborate
rituals.

Where the l~tter two do have rituals for common

events such as death, the rituals involved are far less.
elaborate.
With regard to the ceremonies i;narking birth, marriage and death
then, the tendency is as follows: Children are consecrated · .
•within the religion of their parents at· birth. ·If the parents
are not members of the same religion the tendency· is for -the.
children to be lost to Hinduism and consecrated within Islam
or Christianity.

No mixed religious marriages involving !1uslims

and Christians who had each retained their separate religious.:
identities were found.

We cannot therefore say what happens

to children born into such a situation.

-At death the consensus

is that individuals should be ·buried according to the rites .
of their religion. · Even Christians suggested that their non"."'.:
C

Christian :relatives should be buried according to their own
religious rites.

The situation with regard to marriage-is

somewhat more delicate as all groups are sensitive to.the
problems that might arise should individuals from different
groups wish to marry.· This is true pot only for the larger
religious divisions but is also trtie, at least for the Hindus
and Christians, with reiard to intra-group divisions.

Linguistic

and caste barriers still play a role in keeping Hindus apartfrom each other while for Christians the problems involve
couples one of whom comes from a traditional church and the
other from a Pentecostal church. (See Section C for further
discussion).
Membership of religious societies is, on ·the whole, v._ery low .
even for the Muslim and Christian groups who usually have well
organised religio-social fadlities.
For the Hindu~ the Divine life $ociety, Ramakrishna Mission,
Hare Krishna movement and Saiva Siddhanta were found to be
active in Chatsworth. The Arya Samaj (Society of Nobles),
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stemming from 19th century re~orm movel!lents in India,_was un~nown
tq most respondents.
_, Of the above the Saiva Siddhanta had the largest membership,
thus making up the bulk of the Saivite sub-group amongst the
Hindus.

The Divine Life Society, Ramakrishna Mission and Hare

Krishna Move~~nt were better known,. but ~id not have. an active
membership.

A few respondents noted tha~
they had_beenmembers
. .
.
.
'

'

'

of one of the two former movements but that the move to Chatsworth
had made attendance-at s~rvices_more,difficult due to the cost in
time and money.

One responde~t noted.in addition that these two

societies or movements had become less active in Chatsworth over
the years.
The Hare Krishna Movement, by contrast, is extremely active in
the area and was in the midst of an extensive campaign while
fieldwork was

in

process.

This group differs from the others

in that it is organized by Western Europeans along Western
European lines.

It has a more extrovert missionary orientation,

employing seductive and typically neo-Hinµu slogans, for exalllp_le,

Krishna. is Jesus, in its campaigns.

At the time of the field

work the response of most Hindus to this movement was primarily
one of curiosity.

Most regarded it as valuable from the religious

point of view, but it is difficult to tell at this stage what
level of commitment it will actually attract.

Respondents

enjoyed the Hare Krishna functions, but their- motives for
attending were not always retigious.
The literature of the Divine Life Society, Ramakrishna Mis~ion
and Hare Krishna movement is quite widely dissiminated,

These

movements have a potentially important role to play in the
situation, but whether or not they do will depend ultimately
on how important religious issues_as formulated by them ~eally
are.
A few Hindus belong to other.isolated societies, for example,
the Tamil Vedic Society,

the Saiva Vc1.zhipatu Khazam, or other
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sangum groups at which prayers are said or sung and services
delivered.

Most of these were very new and virtually o~ly. in.

the process of formation while the field work was in process.
Again, these movements have a potentially important role to
play in the situation, but whether or not they will make ·an· .·
impact depends fundamentally 9n their ability to speak to the
real religious needs of the people.
The Muslim membership of societies was suprisingly small
considering the extent of organized cultural facilities such as
youth or cultural groups that exist for the Muslim community.
Nevertheless, whether members -of.such groups or not, Musiims are
aware of them and of.the work they do in providing community
support.

The societies are well organized and attend to clearly

defined social goals, for example, providing for free burial for
the poor, for madrassas, .or for food hampers for the_p~~r.

The

youth movements are orientated towards encouraging the young to
learn about the tradition by holding speech contests, debates
and the like.
Christian membership of societies was also suprisingly small.
Most Christian churches form Bible study groups, prayer me~tings
·.• or youth groups, yet relatively few Christians ~ere active in
these groups.

The activities of these groups range from worship

in the form of singing, praying or studying the Bible,'to
charitable work.and proselytization. As with the Muslims the
young are encouraged to learn through Bible quizzes and the like.
There ar~ some interesting differences between th~ ways in which
the different groups conduct their activities. For instance,
the Muslims are opposed to music and therefore exclude its use
in worship. 9n the other hand, bhajan singing is very important
for Hindµs.
The Muslims and Christians share a common feature in the importance
they assign to active study and learning, something relative to
which the Hindus apparently assign less importance. The quizzes
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and contests devised by the former to encourage learning are
absent from the latter, at least in Chatsworth.

3. 7 Summary
Herewith a short summary of what we have discussed in this
chapter as the general pattern of institutional connnitment.
1)

Three major religious traditions were found: Hfndu, Christian,
Muslim.

A fourth small $roup was ,classified as Heterodox

due to the unclassifiability of their connnitments which
involved part Christian but mostly Hindu connnitments.

Within

the major traditions the main sub-groups were: Saivite,
Sai Baba, Tamil, Hindi nnd Telugu amongst the Hindus;
Sunni and a group witpout sectarian identity amongst the
Muslims; .Pentecostal and Traditional churches amongst the
Christians.

The proportional membership of each gro~p

according to the s&mple is probably a distortion of the
true situation, however, this is not ·serious as large
numbers in each group are more important to our purposes
than accurate distributions.
2)

According to the sample the Hindus had registered large
losses, mostly to Pentecostal churches of Christianity.
had also been changes within Hinduism.
groups had suffered the largest losses.

There

The Tamil and Telugu
The main reasons for

Hindus converting to Christianity concerned their perception
of the greater material efficacy of Christianity with regard
to such matters as healing, finding employment and housing
etc.

The second most important set of reasons concerned the

greater strength of personal over religious bonds thus leading
to the conversion of whole families rather than single members
of a family at a time.
A few individuals had left Christianity for Hinduism or Islam,
most of these coming from the Roman Catholic church and giving
marriage to a non-Christian as their reason for copverting.
The Muslim group was found to be the most stable in terms of
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membership.

It did not gain many members, and lost none.

It was found to prefer not to proselytize.
3)

It was noted that Christianity of the Pentecostal kind and
Hinduism are in direct competition on the matter of securing
the individual's material needs.

The question was asked as

to what would happen to these forms of religion should
material improvement be achieved and sustained long enough
to be taken for granted.
4)

The Hindu group on the one hand and the Muslim and Christian
on the other were found to differ significantly in their
patterns of public worship.

It was found that while public

worship is an important facet of religious commitment for
the latter groups, excluding Muslim women, the former group
practises its religion largely in private.

It was suggested

that they had a relatively weak sense of conununity and
communal support.
5)

All groups registered impressively high levels of attendance
at their preferred festivals.

It wa.s remarked. that the

diversity of the festivals preferred by the Hindu sub-groups
illustrated the general diversity of Hinduism.

It ~is also

pointed out that of all groups the Telugus showed the lowest
level of attendAnce.

This group had also suffered th~ largest

proportional losses to Christianity suggesting that it is the
least stable in Chatsworth.
6)

Respondents were tested for their connnitment to the performances
of certain special prayers, for example, Mariamma prayers.

A

few Christians performed t~em though they are mostly performed
by H;i.ndus.

Saraswathi prayers emerged· as the most popular,

a significant fact since Saraswathi is the goddess of learning.
This is an early index of the high priority that Hindus assign
to education.
It was pointed out in passing that while Christianity does not
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incorporate ritualistic prayers of the kind found in Hinduism,
an implicit conventionality underlies the apparent spontaneity
of form and content of Christian prayer, particularly of the
Pentecostal kind.

It was also pointed out in passing, this

time in connection with Islam,that few Muslims claimed to
pray five times a day~ Their main reasons were that pragmatic
considerations made it impossible.
7)

Each group has its preferred forms of home worship, those of
Christianity and Islam being daily prayers and praying at
meals, and those of Hinduism being lighting of the God-lamp,
daily prayers and fasting,
Considering the Muslim injunctions to daily prayer the propor=
tion of Muslims who claimed that they prayed regularly was
strikingly low.

This was traced partly to the sub-group

within Islam which lacked a sense of sectarian identity.
This sub-group showed a generally far lower level of commit=
ment than the Sunni group.

It was suggested that the lack

of a sense of orthodox sectarian identity could be used as
an indicator of low levels of commitment to a tradition
since it seemed to go with lower levels of commitment.

A

similar phenomenon is found with the Telugu and Tamil .subgroups of the Hindus.

The rationale is that a lack of

orthodox sectarian identity indicates a lower level of
acquaintance with the tradition.
A striking difference between the Traditional and Pentecostal
churche~ of Christianity was found relative to their levels
of commitment in that, while the latter had a very high
proportional commitment to regular daily prayer, the former
had the'lowest proportional commitment of all groups to this
practice.
8)

A peculiarity of the Hindu group regarding the ideology of
ritual was pointed out.

According to this ideology an

individial who has not actually participated in the ritual
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~~y~rth~!es.~ can b~ counted as having participated.
th;~ r~s.µlts in

~~u.nJ~9.

a.

as, a high

While

JQw level of actual commitment being

le'{el

Q{

general commitment, it is a

~i!;.~~vc1~ta~e tn th~t th.o~e who do not actually participate
~~m~J~" ;g11QrB:1_1t: of

the trac:Jit.ion.

It was suggested that

;1).is l~,S.,t; ~:ea~_ure c;:hal'a,c;:t.edze.d the Hindu menfolk. ·

9i>1 S"'~~le~, of w.~~1(q.tp. w:e.re e.:icAAline.d. b,riefly and it was pointed .
<~:H:~· tp.~t- CQJ-:lJS.~ian:i,ty;- :!;I.lV,Qil.Vied· the lowest level of overt
rt~Y.~,~ a,:14: II_i"_q.uism'. t,h,e. bi;ghest.
P}:, t.11-!t M,~s,~~~s c!ncl:. H:iJ1$.:lµs,.,

s·ac,r:Uice was pract~sed, ..

Atuongs t: the: Hindus. the TeJ:ugus _

a~jl~i;n., s]19:we4: the, 1:owes_:~ g_~J:l_l;!;ra,J; le:v:e-1 s, oJ commitment.
IA: w~s;.: ~e~~I":~~ct th~J;- Ge:r·t.ain, di;_s,c,repand:_es· existed with regard

o~:

tcb a:-n~.w~r~s,; t9, ci~esti:911~,: C9J.J~e:rming; kinds., 0£' worship· .
OJW.ii. qc:1;_J:1.c:l.;:, a.n~t h~t;n.e, wp_rshic"P,· on'. the- other.·.
.

'

.

th~

This·, ft: was, su_gg~s ted ,.
.

-i;~~A~J::r,at~ a_ ,_ pJ·q1:>1:.;.eµi•, reg_c1.J·dJng_ th.e: consi's·tency; with which
iAdlv~~u!=lls, r.es.po~d:: t_o, qµe_s.·tio.nnai'res_,,
lp) ~ S:pe,~.i~J. cet"emonies·- ma.rk, 1:>ir,.th·. and' de.a th· in. all the, rel:i.gions.
Thes~, a.re,,
s.till a.dhere.d
Adherence to the marri:age ,
' · - · · .,, ....
-~ ... ···,
-·~ t.o..
,_,,.

-~~

,

ceE~.W~J:1.y_, ·• h9~eyer,, wa_s·, foun,d·; tp·, be·, a p_r..oblem dµe, to· the.
Pf?P.;le~: ,of d~-~~r religipus., lTla:r.riages,.

In c.onnection with·

t~~~~,, c~!'emo~i~s . it was remar:l:(ed that the.. Samskar.as,

wqi~~,--f~~';a part of,Hinduisrn_, are sJowly becoming_ 1.ess
wffe~y~p~a~~ise~~

q): M~n._Jb~r~ll;i.p._'.of,:relj.gious societies w:c;1.s found to. be poor for. all
Sf.9t1I>S,

While the various neo-Hindu. groups have a potentially,

i111portan( role to play _-in t}:ie situation they have· not; yet
re~lised _;that potential.
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CHAPTER 4·
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INSTITUTIONAL RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
Associated with each of the traditions represented in Chatsworth are
distinctive and recognizable religious doctrines concerning, for
example, man's ultimate destiny.

The purpose of this chapter is to

analyse and compare the substantive beliefs of respondents.

Two

factors of importance in this regard.· are:
i)
ii)
4.1

The linguistic competences of respondents
The reading habits of respondents in respect of religious literature.
Linguistic Competence
Language apparently is an essential element in cultural identity.
This goes for other cultures as well as the Indian culture.

In

South .Africa various forces have brought pressure to bear upon
the native Indian languages as a result of which an ever increasing
number of Indians cannot speak, let alone read or write, what
they call their mothertongue·.

This erosion of linguistic com=

petence was identified by many respondents as a primary element
in the erosion of Hindu culture as a whole.

Table 4.1, by

comparing the present linguistic competences of respondents with
the language attributed by respondents to their parents, gives
an idea of how rapid has been the retreat of Indian languages in
South Africa.

Table4.1

Present Home Language x Home Language of Parents

Tamil

Hindi

I Telugu ! Urdu
I

Retained
Mother tongue
Changed to
English
English &
Mothertongue
TOTAL
Note:

i

i

I

i

36

s

134

42

38

43

12

213

59

I

I

Gujur. English

Afrik.

Combin.

Total

10

-

7

-

-

62

14

2

-

1

8

239

8

1

3

-

2

1

70

so

25

s

7

3

9

371

I.+

I'

The column ~eaded "combination" represents respondents whose parents had
come from different language groups. The small number involved did not
seem to warrant the extra space in coding and programming that would
~ave been required for each to be listed separaiely.
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The change from the Indian languages to English is dramatic in
every case except perhaps that of Urdu in which case the swing
is less marked.

Urdu was found to be the r.iain language of the

Muslim respondents.

The percentage of respondents who had

retained competence is 40 per cent, more than double that for
any other group.

This is an index of the greater intensity with

wh'ich Muslims appear to be committed to their tradition than,do
Hindus.
The presence of Afrikaans on the table is-due to the presence of
Coloureds in the community who had married Indians.
The figures do not augur well for the survival of Indian languages
in South Africa.

There are strong practical pressures which~f'avour

English at the e.xpense of these languages. • English is the language
of the dominant culture in Natal and is therefore the primary:
medium of education.

In addition, it Rerves as ·a Zinguaf'ranca

in what used to be a linguistically mixed community.

Its status

as an internation_al language reinforces these tendencies. · -.Its
primacy is indicated by the fact that parents were found who h~d
concentrated intentionally on teaching and encouraging their
children to learn English at the expense of the mo'thertongue.
But there has also been an arbitrary force in this situation:i.e.
the move to Chatsworth in accordance with the Group Areas Act.
Before the move the Hindu temples were the main centres at which
instruction in the mothertongue was given. The move to Chatsworth•
however, made most of the temples inaccessible to the community.
In the abse11ce of cultural facilities in Chatsworth this resulted
in breaking down an alre.:1dy fragile cultural infra-structure. It
is an ironic commei1t on the South African government's intention
to preserve the cultural identi.ty -of thl? different peoples of.
South Africa.
I
Members of the younger generation appear to have accepted English
easily and without too many regrets as their first language. One;
whose mother was a teacher at one of the few Tamil schools, re'11arked
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that it would be better if the few fragile attempts to sustain

0

•

.

the vernacular languages were abandoned altogether in favour
of a better all round Western education.
Competence in Indian languages in South Africa is not likely to
disappear so long as there are Indians in South Africa.

It is

likely to survive as an element of specialized cultural study
encouraged by cultural events such as the various eistedfods.
This.being so, revival of the languages will remain a possibility
contingent upon a general revival of pride and interest in Indian
culture.

But for the time being the swing away from these

languages is marked.

This has a definite bearing on the pattern

of religious ·commitment.

As has been remarked, language seems to

play a large part in the individual's sense of cultural indentity.
Loss of the home language contributes to the general erosion of
cultural identity and with it commitment to the home culture.
, This view is supported by the fact that there was a definite
tendency for those who had retained their mothertongue to be
less subject to conversion.
A further important eff~ct of the loss of the mothertongue is
that it seems to have inhibited the accessibility of traditional
religious literature to the Hindus.

While the reading of religious

literature is not as great a priority in Hinduism as it is in
Christianity and Islam (see 4.2. below) it is important that
Hinqus pay more attention to the contents of their religious
literature.
4~2

The Reading of Religious Literature
Literature is one of the most important means of preserving
a cultural heritage.

It is also of vital importance in dis=

seminating culture to all the participants within a tradition.
Table 4.2 gives the relative frequency with which the members
of the different religions read religious literature.
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Table 4.2

. Reading x Religion
Hindu

Christian

~uslim

Heterodox

Total

1

-

30

-

1

20

1

23

6

151
149

Illiterate

24,

~ever Reads

18

5
1

Jlarely Reads

20 '

1

1

12

3

37

83

27

1

228
..

102

32

9

'

_Occasionally
frequently
\
TOTAL

qg

..

371

..

Interesting features pf the table are:
·i). The far greater number of Hindus who rarely or never read
than the Christians and Muslims who never do so •., Hind~~.
in these categories numbered the young and the old, m~n-and
women, the better and the worse educated.
of the same categories there

l.S

But while members

an important difference·

dividing.them into two basic kinds.

For one group.the·

question of reading religious literature may be basically
unx:iecessary as it does not form a significant part·o:Ciheir
style of religious conunitment.
for those who cannot read.

This would also be the 6ase

The other group would be those

who do not read because they are not interested enough, or
motivated enough

to do so.

·-.

',,

ii)· The balance of the. Christians and Muslims claimed that.they
read religious literature frequently while most Hindus read
it only oc.casionally.

Many factors could be adduced t'o• :

explain this difference. Firstly' for reasons ~hich Jiil '
become clear this writer does not think' that the religio.~s
style of Hinduism required reading of the literature by the
majority of Hindus until perhaps recently.

Consequeritly· "the

tradition attache·s less value to reading ·as a form of · ·.
conunitment than do Christianity or Islam.

Secondly and partly
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in relation to the first point, in Christianity and Islam
the organi~ation is more concerned to make religious,
literature available to its members than certainly used
to be the case with Hinduism.

In recent times various

neo-Hindu movements aµd groups have alleviated this
situation to a certain extent.

In any case, the net result

is that the religious literature of Christianity and Islam
is generally more accessible to their members than that of
Hinduism is to its.

In fact, Christian propaganda pamphlets

are probably the most available form of religious literature
in Chatsworth.

These are disseminated mostly by the Pente=

costal churches.
While the above points do not allow one to conclude that this
difference between Hinduism on the one hand and Christianity
and Islam on the other is indicative of differences between these
groups in overall intensity of commitment, there are pressures
on Hinduism which require a greater level of commitment to the
literature than at present appears to be the case.

Discussion

of these will be postponed until all the relevant information
has been presented.
Interesting features of the situation emerge when the nature of
the religious literature read by the different groups is taken
into account.

In table 4.3 the regularity with which different

religious books or kinds of literature are read is shown.
In the table the works have been grouped as follows:

the first

six are different Hindu works, the next two are Christian and
the last four Muslim.

The group of Hindu works includes a

general category for Hindu classics less read than the Gita or
Thiru Vacakam.

The books read under the heading included the

'i'hiru Kural, Mahabharata, Rarnayanna and the Thevaram.

Literature

of the Divine Life Society and Ramakrishna Missions were grouped
together b~cause of the relative similarity of their teachi~g.
Both group~ are basically meditatively orientated.

The Hare

Krishna Mission, a relative newcomer on the scene the extent
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Table 4.3

Religious Works x the Regularity with which Read
Frequently

Occasionally

Rarely

Never

'Gita

5

27

22

317

T. Vac

1

13

11

346

Other H. Classics

1

10

11

349

Divine Life & Rama=
. Kri~hna Mission
H. Krishna

17

98

31

225

6

20

10

335

Hindu Tracts

10

3

2

356

Bible

82

51

20

218

Christian tracts

64

143

22

·qur' an

21

4

1

Hadith

13

10

Muslim tracts

8

Other Muslim

3

.

142
..

345

3

345

8

3

352

3

-

365

of whose impact is still too early to gauge, is by contrast
devotionally orientated.

The group of unspecified tracts represents

a short period before the interviewer took the care to discriminate
between the groups to which the tracts belonged.
The Christian tracts were those of the Pentecostal churches whose
literature is widely disseminated through their evangelical
campaigns.

The Muslim tracts were various pamphlets and essays

on subjects ranging from, on the one hand, the question of Jesus'
resurrection to, on the other, the evils of music and dancing.
The interviewer recalls only one of the Muslim works categorized
under Other Muslim.

It is a comprehensive simplified rule book

for daily living based mostly on the Qur'an.
When interpreting the table it must be remembered firstly, that
the numbers who read each work or category of work cannot be
compared without taking into account the sizes of the group
for whom they are relevant and secondly, that with the Hindu
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group the various sub-groups play a part in which books are
read.

The Bhagavad Gita, for instance, is the book of the Hindi

people and was regarded as such by the Tamil and Telegu groups.
One must also remember that reading of religious literature is
traditionally.not as highly valued in Hinduism as it is in
Christianity and Islam.
Taking absolute numbers into account Christian literature is the
most widely read.

This is for two reasons; firstly, more than

any.other group the Christians claimed to read their religious
literature frequently; secondly, more than the literature of
any other group Christian literature is read by members of the
other groups.

With regard to the first point, the difference

between the numbers in the Hindu group who read frequently and
those in the other groups who claimed to do so is obvious.

But

further, while most Muslims did claim to read at least one
Muslim religious work frequently they were not as consistent
in their reading as were the Christians.

For instance, 66 per

cent of Muslims claimed that they read the Qur'an regularly
while 76 per cent of Christians claimed that they did the same
for the Bible.
The second point mentioned above is the more interesting as it
has a bearing on the overall situation,

Of all the religious

literature that of the Christians and particularly of the
Pentecostal churches is the most readily available.

It is

. persistently disseminated through door to door evangelical
campaigning, something it is difficult to imagine any other
except thb Hare Krishn~ group doing,

This must in part account

for the reason that it is most generally read, whether the
members of other groups read it out of boredom, curiosity or
genuine interest.

Very few members of the other groups said

that they read Christian literature frequently but the relative
percentages of those who claimed to read it occasionally are as
follows: for the Bible, Hindus 11 per cent, Muslims 19 per cent;
for Christian Tracts, Hindus 47 per cent, Muslims 25 per cent.
The figure for the percentage of Hindus who read Christian Tra~ts,

]9

at least occasionally, is particularly interesting as it makes
Christian Tracts the kind of religious literature most widely
read by this group.
It would be a simplification to think that because of the
availability of Christian literature the substantive beliefs
of people are affected.
Christian claims.

The Muslims have standard responses to

The same goes for the Hindus in as much as

Christian claims about the divinity and resurrection of Jesus
can easily be fitted into Hindu religious ideology.

But whereas

most Muslims know how to respond to Christianity from within
their tradition, most Hindus do not.

For Hindus the problem is

that while the regular evangelical claims of Christianity coupled
with the availability of their literature ensures a generally
high level of awareness of the outlines of Christian ideology, the
same cannot be said for the outlines of Hindu ideology.

The

Hindus were found to be surpr{singly ignorant of some of the
central tenets of their religion,

This state of affairs may

change through the work of the Hare Krishna movement whose
popular slogans, for example, Krishna is Jesus, are becoming
well known,

4.3

Religion and World-View
With the advent of science, religious beliefs have come under a
certain amount of pressure.

In modern times the world is

theoretically underpinned by a science which backs many of the
technological trappings of that wor~d.

The sophisticates in a

religious tradition usually have ways of putting the science and
religion together, but n6t so the people in general.

As a result,

people carry with them more or less disjointed views as to what
reality is like with science and religion supplying the parts,
An attempt was made in our survey to ascertain in a general way
the extent to which religious teachings entered into respondents'
ways of thin~ing about reality.
summarized for the main groups.

In table 4.4 the results are
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Table 4.4

Religion x World-view
Religious teachings part of world-view
Yes

Hindu

D.Know

No

Feelings

Study

228

-

102

1

1

-

32

2

1

16

28

54

7

13

Christian

85

1

8

-

Muslim

24

3

-

71

7

Heterodox
TOTAL

3
219

18

Total

12

17

6

N.R.

18
,8

107

-

?

·-

12

The category feeZings refers to those for whom religion integrates
feelings without supplying an explicit set of beliefs by which
The category study refers to those who said

to interpret them.

that religious beliefs would enter their world-view if studied.
The? category refers to those who could not understand the
question.

The category of feelings can be included as a special

kind of 'yes' while that of study is a qualified 'no'.
The most notable feature of the table is the large number of
Hindus it shows as being unaffected by religious teachings in
their world-view,

Of the respondents only 50 per cent stated

that religious teachings entered into their world-view.

The

percentages for the other groups were: Christian 83 per cent,
Muslim 75 per cent, Heterodox 33 per cent.
when interpreting these results.
i)

Care must be taken

They suggest the following:

That Christians and Muslims are much better acquainted with
the beliefs of their tradition than are the Hindus.
various reasons for this.

There are

On the one hand as has been noticed,

the former groups read their religious literature more than
does the latter.

This is due to the relative inaccessibility of

their literature to the latter, a function of both a linguistic
problem and an organizational problem.

On the other hand, the

former groups with their regular attendance at public worship
spend more time being taught their beliefs than does the latter.
While Hindus used to go to the temples for instruction in the

9
317
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vernacular languages and in religion they do so less now
partly as a result of the relative inaccessibility of temples.
A further factor in the situation is the break down of the
Kutum or joint family system.

Being a privately rather than

publicly orientated religion, Hinduism relied on the elders
teaching their young for the survival of the tradition.

With

the break down of the Kutum, however, the elders too have
become less accessible with the result that, while Hindus
do know something about orthodox religious beliefs ~hey now
know less than used to be the case.
ii)

On the other hand, there is a level at which Hindus are
acquainted with the teachings of their tradition namely,
that at which ·a basic ideology justifies the performance
· of ritual prayers.

Here, for instance, there are beliefs

about the way in which the power of deities can be invoked
to obtain certain material benefits, for example, prevention
or cure of disease, success in exams, financial well-being
etc.

The high number of Hindus who converted for what were

called material reasons indicates that to a certain extent
these rituals and the ideology they involve no longer carry
the authority that they used to.

The fact that most Hindus

are acquainted with these beliefs, yet do not include them
in their world-view, supports this view.

In this connection

the two categories Don't kn01.J and Study are significant; the
first simply because it indicates uncertainty, The second,
on the other hand, indicates a feeling on the part of some
respondents that there is more to Hinduism than what they
know of it and that, if the tradition were investigated
more thoroughly, the rituals and associated ritual·ideology
might become explicable.
iii)

A further feature of Hinduism which distinguishes it from
Christianity and Islam is relevant here.

It is that for

the former religious beliefs are assumed to be the special
domain of priests far more than is the case for the latter.
There is a sense in Hinduism in terms of which the power of
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ritual activity is assumed to make the beliefs which justify
it superfluous.
will be well.

So long as the rituals are performed all
The understanding which underpins ritual is

left for the priest.

The reading and understanding of

religious literature by most individuals is simply not a
high religious priority in classical Hinduism.

The reasons

for this are deeply rooted in the nature of the tradition
and, in particular, the caste-system.

Consequently, Hinduism

has never evolved organizations of the sort found in Chris=
tianity and Islam which make the widespread dissemination of
religious literature possible.

When the sub-groups were investigated as to the influence of
religious teachings on their world-view some int~restingpoints
emerged.

It was found that the Hindi and Sai Baba groups were

far more inclined to see religious beliefs .as affecting their
world-view than were the other groups.
groups were the least so inclined,

The Tamil and Telugu

These features correlate with

the fact that the Tamil and Telugu groups were found to have been
most susceptible to conversion.

4.4

Hindus and Hindu Beliefs
It was remarked that Hindus are not well acquainted ~ith the
substantive beliefs of their tradition.

Table 4.5 provides an

indication of the extent to which this was found to be true of
respondents for certain key doctrines of Hinduism.

Table 4.5

Key Hindu Doctrines x State of Belief
Most imp.

Imp.

Moksha

-

23

1

Yoga

1

108

8

Karma

-

86

-

Samsara

-

101

5

Min. imp.

Undec.

4
17
58
55

Not bel.

Not Know

Total

19

181

228

40

55

228

67

17

228

54

13

225
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Perhaps the most widely known of Hindu beliefs is that of trans=
migration or Samsara.

As the table shows, only 44 per cent of

the respondents stated that they considered it an important
belief.

With the few who regarded it as having minor importance

this makes a proportion of 46 per cent who believed it true.

Of

· the remainder 24 per cent were undecided as to its truth, 24 per
•Cent did not believe it, and 6 per cent had never heard of it.
Karma, a belief intimately associated with Samsara in that one's
rebirth is supposed to be determined by one's past acts, fared
worse.

Only 38 per cent stated that they considered it important

or believed it true.

The proportions for those who were undecided,

did not believe it, or had. not heard of it were 25 per cent, 29
per cent and 8 per cent respectively.

This means that with

respect to two key doctrines fewer than half of the respondents
claimed to believe them true.

On the whole those who did not

believe them or had not heard about them outnumbered the .
remainder who were undecided.
Since the meaning of Moksha as the highest,goal is defined as
freedom from the bonds of Karma and Samsara one would expect this
belief also to fare poorly.

In fact the interviewer was completely

unprepared for just how badly it did fare.

Only 10 per cent

.stated that they regarde~ it as important, one respondent considered
it of minor importance, a few were undecided and 8 per cent stated
that they did not believe in it.

By far the greatest proportion,

79 per cent, stated that they had never heard of it.

This is

surprising as Moksa 1s the supreme goal in Hinduism.

The int~r=

viewer checked that it was not just the term Moksa of which
respondents were ignorant by offering popular paraphrases
such as God-realization or liberation found in the literature of
neo~Hindu reform movements.

He also explained in rudimentary

terms what the belief entailed.

But for all that, most still

stated that they had never heard of it.
This last finding goes somewhat against those in regard to ~oga
s~nce, of all the beliefs, a belief in Yoga was most prevalent.
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Yoga in its true sense refers to a classical technique for
attaining Moksa which is underpinned by Samkhya philosophy.
Since Yoga is a technique for achieving Moksa it was surprising
to find so many who thought Yoga important but who, for instance,
stated that they had not heard of Moksa.

The interviewer

therefore asked such respondents to say briefly what they thought
Yoga was.

Most answered by saying that it was bodily exercise

or physical fitness, a long way indeed from its classical
character which is more that of a meditative discipline allied
to a moderate asceticism.

While 47 per cent believed Yoga

important and 51 per cent believed in it, most respondents did
not know what it was but thought of it along similar lines to
the way many Westerners think of it.

A significantly high

proportion, 24 per cent, stated that they had not heard about
it or did not know about it.
These results do not augur well for Hinduism.

An indication of

the extent to which confusion prevails is given by the comment
of one respondent in connection with Samsara who said that if
one lived a good life one would be reborn, otherwise death was
the end of things.

Yet freedom from rebirth is one of the

things that Moksa is about.

The result is also surprising in

that the literature of the Divine Life Society and Ramakrishna
Mission was the second most widely re.ad amongst Hindus.

Since

the literature of these societies is usually given over to
explaining God-realization this indicates that, whatever the
reason, it is a fact that their contents are not very well
absorbed.

Many Hindus complained to the interviewer of the

difficulty of understanding Hinduism and perhaps this has some=
thing to do with it.
One effect of this confusion is that many Hindus are far clearer
as to the Pentecostal Christian picture of things than they are
as to the Hindu picture of things.

This writer regards it as

axiomatic that.if real choices are to be made between alternatives
then what the alternatives represent should be known.
worth this is not the case.

In Chats=

If human beings prefer order to
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chaos it follows that the alternative which is presented with
the greatest clarity has an edge over the others.

In Chatsworth

this is Christianity.

4;5 · The Religions and Religious Beliefs
Certain beliefs are usually classified as typically religious.
Belief in some sort of divine being or beings and in a special
religious destiny are two such beliefs.

The latter usually

involves an ideology related to what happens after death and
~

in terms of which the divine being intervenes in a special
way in the world of connnon sense.

This is not absolutely true

of all systems which may be designated as religious, but it is
true of Christianity and Islam and to a certain extent, Hinduism.
In this section the views of respondents on these matters will
be explored.
The general ideology about life after death differs between the
Hindus on the one hand and Christians and Muslims on the other.
For the former it involves rebirth into the physical world or,
as an alternative, union with the Absolute in some sense or
other.

For the latter-it involves some sort of judgement

followed by entry of the righteous into Heaven, whatever that
may be.

All groups see relationship with the Divine or Absolute

as the ultimate goal of religion but whereas for Christians and
Muslims it is a relationsip in which God and Man are always
distinct, for the Hindus man achieves varying ~egrees of union
or identity with God. In table 4.6 responses to the question
as to whe~her or not respondents believed in an after life are
shown.

Table 4.6

~ife ~fter Death x Religion
Do you believe in life after death?
Hindu

Christian

Yes
Don't know
No

126

98

56
46

3
1

TOTAL

228

102

Muslim

Heterodox

Total

32

4

260

-

4

63

1

48

9

371

-

32
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The results are more or less as could be expected.

Most ·

Christians and all Muslims were found to believe in an after
life.

A few Christians were uncertain while one did not believe

in it.

Given the uncertainty or disbelief of Hindus regarding

the truth of Samsara i.e. transmigration, the large percentage
who do not believe in or are uncertain about an after-life is
not surprising.

It is interesting to note, however, that the

number who stated that they believed in an after life is greater
than the number who stated that they believed in Samsara.

Some

of those who are either uncertain about or do not believe in
Samsara do therefore believe in an after-life.

This is something

of a swing from orthodox Hindu ideology to a more Christian
or Muslim ideology.
Closely allied to belief in an after-life is the belief that what
one does in this life will somehow affect one's future destiny.
Respondents were asked whether or not they thought that one
would be punished in the after-life for wrongdoing in this life.
The results are shown in table 4.7.

Table 4.7

Retribution x Religion
Are you punished in the after life for
wrongdoing in this life?
Hindu

Yes
D. Know
No
?:

TOTAL

85 _

Christian

Muslim

Heterodox

Total

91

27

3

206

-

4
2

102
54

-

9

9

371

95
39
9
228

3

8

5

-

-

102

32

I

As can be seen, most Christians and Muslims do foresee punishment
for wrongdoers in the after-life. Those few who believed in it
but fall into the category No were mostly people who said that
it was not for them to judge on such a question.
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The Hi,ndu group is interesting in that a few individuals who
stated that they did not believe in the after-life were not
so sure when the question of retribution came up.

One could

appeal to psychological factors to explain the discrepancy,
but in the absence of concrete information regarding the
individuals concerned no conclusions can be drawn.

What the

result does show is that there is a certain amount of confusion
amongst Hindus on ideology ~elat~d to life after death.
The small number who fall into the category?! are people who
could not understand the question.
The matter of ideology regarding the after-life was pursued further
by attempting to ascertain what effects thought about the afterlife had upon respondents' present attitudes and orientations.
The results are shown in table 4.8.

Table 4.8

Affect of Immortality Ideology x Religion
What effect does thought about what might
happen to you after you die have upon
your present li.fe?
Hindu

Christian

Do not believe in
after life

35

1

-

1

37

Never think about
it

74

7

-

3

84

No effect though
believe

40

1

2

50

77

7
87

30

3

197

75

86

28

3

192

-

-

-

-

-

Live better life
Help fellow men
Become other
worldly
I

Muslim

ri
I

i

Heterodox

Total

I

Abstain fro~
pleasures
Total in group

6

51

22

-

79

228

102

32

9

371
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The various rows on this table are not all mutually exclusive.
The last three, barring the total, can be thought of as qualifying
or elaborating on the fourth.

The table shows a few interesting

tendencies.
Taking the Hindu group first it is noticeable that those who
explicitly reject belief in an after-life are fewer in number
than on any of the other tables.

From first to last, however,

the drop is small, 46 to 35.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the Hindu response is
the fact that all in all, thought about th~ after-life has no
real effect on present orientations.

The first three rows are

each mutually exclusive and together make up 65 per cent of all
Hindus.

For 65 per cent of the Hindus interviewed, thought

about life after death plays no effective role in their present
lives.

This compares with only 15 per cent of the Christians

and none of the Muslims.
For Christians and Muslims the main effect of thought about the
after-life seems to be as a stimulus to moral behaviour.

But it

is also interesting to note the high proportion of these groups
who claim that it at least partly leads them to abstain from
worldly pleasures. In this regard there is an interesting and
, statistically significant difference between the traditional and
the Pentecostal churches of Christianity.

Table 4.9

(See table 4.9).

Abstention x Christian Sub-group

Traditional

Pentecostal

Total

5

51
51
102

Abstain from pleasures
Do not abstain

26

46
25

TOTAL

31

71

=

18:5516

df

\

=

1

Sig level

=

.001
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In general the results of the survey regarding ideology abou~ the a.fter-life tend to confirm the lack of a widely held consis~
tent religious ideology by the Hindus in contrast with the Christian
and Muslim groups.

In particular the results confirm the remarkable

lack of a consistent commitment on the part of Hindus to _the
doctrines of Karma and Samsara.

The large proportion who claimed

that they did not really think about the after-life, 41 per cent,
suggests that to a certain extent it is not even an issue.· This
was found to be true for male and female, young and old.
There was no question to test directly whether or not respondents
believed in the existence of God.

There was, however, a series

of questions aimed at uncovering the way respondents thought
about or experienced the divine.

Semantic problems made the_

results of some of these unreliable, while with regard to others
there was such widespread agreement that the questions were
virtually redundant.

For instance, apart from 21 respondents

who stated that they had no real feelings or knowledge about
God, all were agreed that God is righteous.

Small numbers in

aU the groups felt that God is authoritarian, wrathful or
very demanding, but semantic problems were encountered with these
questions.

The most reliable ,and informative results were

· obtained relative to the question whether or not respondents
felt, in some way or other, that God was close to them.

Table

4.10 gives the results.

Table 4.10

God's Presence x Religion

Hindu

Christian

Muslim

Near
Don't know
Far

175
. 47

99

26

8

308

2

1

1

6

1

5

-

51
. 12

TOTAL

228

102

32

9

371

Heterodox

Total

90

The pattern in table 4.10 is fairly clear.

While the majority

of respondents felt that God was not remote, a significantly
high proportion of the Hindus, 21 per cent, were undecided,
while the group which showed the highest proportion judging
God to be remote were the Muslims, 16 per cent.

These results

are to be expected given on the one hand the apparent frailty
of the Hindu belief-structure and on the other the Muslim
understanding of Allah.

In view of the comparatively large number of Hindus who deviate
from the norm the Hindu group was tested for intra-group differences.
The results are shown in table 4.11.

Table 4.11

Near
Don't
know
Far
TOTAL

Remoteness of God x Hindu Sub-group

No Sect

Saiva

1

9

1

-

2
4

Sai Baba

Tamil

Hindi

Telugu

Total

12

94

44

14

175

27

14

5

47

-

-

2

-

2

6

9

12

124

58

21

228

Here there is also a clear pattern. The undecided or those for
whom God is felt to be remote fall into the non-Sectarian or
Linguistically identified groups. The Telugu and non-Sectarian
group show the lowest proportions for whom God is felt to be
near.

Prayer is one of the primary ways of establishing contact with
God. Since a significant difference was found to exist between
Hindu men and women in regard to prayers (see 3.12) it was
decided to test for a relationship between sex and feelings
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about God amongst Hindus.

The following results were. found,

taking into account only the Hindu sub-groups which had deviated
from the norm (i.e. Tamil, Hindi, Telugu and non-Sectarian groups).

Sex x Remoteness

Table 4.12

Near

Don't Know

Far

108

206

Male

70

34

Female

83

13

4
2

TOTAL

153

47

6

Total

98

As the table shows, men are significantly more inclined to be
undecided regarding the question of the closeness or remoteness
of God.

This tallies with the result according to which women

show a greater commitment to prayer.

It should be remarked

that commitment to prayer does not necessarily go with belief
in the closeness of God.

In Islam the understanding of the

transcendance of Allah links it to a view of the remoteness of
God.

Rather, prayer goes with an understanding of God.

Where

there is no such commitment individuals are likely to have less
clearcut feelings about the character of God as a whole.
was confirmed by another result.

This

It was remarked above that

there were 21 respondents who felt unable to say anything about
whether qr not God is righteous, demanding, etc.
from the Tamil, Hindi and Telugu groups.

All 21 came

Of the 21, 17 were men.

An interesting feature of .these results is that fewer respondents
felt unable to say anything about the character of God than felt
unable to judge as to the closeness or remoteness of God.
confirms simply what is fairly

It

to be expected namely, that

irrespective of whether or not individuals feel that they have
a meaningful relationship with God, most have a conception as to
the character of God.

It alerts one to the need in studies
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of religion to pay attention not just to what people think,
but also to how people feel or experience their religion.

4.6

Religion and Science
In the West scientific theory has had a great impact on religious
ideology.

Historically the most famous examples come from

Astronomy (Copernicus, Galileo) and Biology (Darwin).

Irrespective

of the way sophisticated people may harmonize them, scientific
and religious world-views are often understood to be in competition.
Since the educational system involves the learning of science,
conflict between science and religion was tested for.

The results

were interesting and revealing with r£!gard to the character of
the three main religions.

Table4.l3

They are summarized in table 4.13.

Attitude to Science x Religion

Hindu

Christian

Muslim

Heterodox

Total

Favour Religion

46

60

10

2

118

Favour Science

18

2

-

2

22

No contradication

69

13

16

3

101

Both

11

3

-

-

14

"?!"

84

24

4

2

114

TOTAL

228

102

32

9

371

Five general types of response were identified.
i)

They were:

Favour Religion, these are people who have a basic commitment
to the tru~h of religion come what may.

In certain cases

respondents .specifically chose religion against science.

Most

Christians, for instance, rejected the theory of evolution.
In other instances respondents had not actually experienced
conflict between the two, but asserted nevertheless that
should there be conflict they would opt for religion.
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ii)

Favour Science, these are people who have a commitment to
science.

iii)

No Contradiction, this group contains two kinds of respondents.
For the one there was no real contradiction simply because
they had not thought about it or because they were not well
enough acquainted with religious and scientific teachings.
These people differed from those in (i) and (ii) in that
they had no clearcut commitment either.way.

For the others,

the teachings of religion and science have been actively
reconciled.

A typical response from someone with this view

was that science proves religion.
iv)

Both, this was a group for whom there was conflict but for
whom science and religion were so important that they could
not make a commitment one way or the other.

v)

'?!', this group as the signs
imply consisted
of people who
.
.
could not understand the question because they did not know
what science is, even in general terms.

Taking all groups as a whole, most respondents were commited to
the truth of religion.

The second largest group was that for

which the question was unintelligible and the third largest group
that for which there was no contradiction.

But there are signi=

ficant differt;nces between these groups.
In the Hindu group the largest number of respondents were those
for whom ihe question was unintelligible.

They were found to be

mostly the older people who had had less education than the
younger or had been educated at a time when the standard was
lower.

This was true also of those in the Christian, Muslim and

Heterodox groups who had responded in this way.

But it is

interesti~g to note that in the latter groups, especially the
Christian and Muslim groups, the number who responded in this
way was proportionately smaller than that for the Hindu group.
Since the' age group and educational spread is relatively even
across these groups, this suggests that the Hindus tend to be
less informed regarding science than the Christians and Muslims,
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at least, within the older age groups.

This difference can in

part be explained relative to the Hindu and Muslim groups for
the largest number of Muslims responded by saying that they
experienced no contradiction between science and religion.

But

this was not a function of their ignorance of the teachings of
the two, rather it appears that in Islam a conscious and explicit
attempt is made to reconcile the two.

Muslims are thus informed

with regard to certain basic scientific teachings and in addition
are taught how they can be fitted into orthodox religious ideology.
It was the Muslims who clai~ed most often that science proves
religion.
The Hindus on the other hand who experience no contradiction tend
to do so because they are not well enough acquainted with the
teachings of science or religion to have done so.

The size of

this group coupled with the size of the group for whom the
question was unintelligible suggests again that there is less
commitment in popular Hinduism to the question of substantive
belief than is the case with Christians or Muslims.
The Christian group differs from the other two in that the tend=
ency of members of this group is to reject science in favour of
religion.

They seem to experience a heightened sense of ideal=

ogical conflict between these two things.

This contrasts with

the Muslim attitude which seemed to be characterized mostly·by
a self-conscious attempt to reconcile the two.

Both in turn

contrast with Hinduism where the most characteristic attitude
is one which simply does not consider questions of substantive
belief a high priority.

This goes with a ritual orientation

towards religion.
There are, however, some signs of change amongst the Hindus.
On the one hand there is the fact that relative to the other
groups the Hindus show the largest proportion who reject
religion in favour of science.

People in this category came

only from the Tamil, Hindi.and Telugu group with proportionately
the most coming from the Telugu.

On the other hand, a few Hindus
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stated that science proves.religion, and they came mostly from
the Saiva and Sai Baba groups.

These results suggest the

following: that the losses of the Tamil and Telugu groups are
not just to other religions but also to secularism.

Interestingly

the Hindi while being less susceptible to conversion show here
an equivalent susceptibility to secularism.

It must be born in

mind, however, that this is a small group.
The other point of interest is that it is the modern groups, .the
Sai Baba and various Saiva groups, who apparently take ontological
questions seriously enough to show how science substantiates
religion.

4.7

Summary of Findings
There was considerable indecision amongst the Hindus on doctrinal
matters.

The overall result of this was that religious beliefs

were found to play little role in their lives, if any.

While

many of their ritual commitments survive, there is little u~der=
standing of their intellectual basis.

The Tamil, Telugu and

Hindi groups manifested these characteristics more than the
others with one exception viz: the Hindi stated that their
religious outlook did affect their world-view.

It-was also

found that the men were significantly less decisive on questions
relating to God.

This tied up with the results found on prayer,

The Christians and Muslims were found to hold more or less orthodox
religious beliefs.
arid retribution.

There was belief in an after-life, in judgement
All Christians stated that they believed in

the second coming and most, apart from a few members of the
traditional churches, stated that they belleved in or had experience
of baptism of the Holy Spirit.

The Muslims in their turn were

fou.nd to have standard answers to the claims of Christianity,
for example, that Jesus' appearance after his supposed crucifixion
was possible because he was not crucified but somebody like him
was, In addition, the Muslims showed a slight tendency to see
Allah as remote. All considered the divine to be righteous and
relatively few to be demanding, wrathful, or authoritarian.

